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Executive Summary
Despite growing interest and concern surrounding transboundary movements of
used electronics around the world, there is a dearth of data. Although a multitude of
different data sources exist, coherent sets of information on used electronics and their
movement are lacking because of inherent challenges in obtaining such information. In
spite of these challenges, a characterization of the sources, destinations, and quantities of
used electronics flows would inform strategic decision-making of numerous stakeholders.
Collaboration between academic and research institutions, industry and non-profit
organizations, government agencies, and international organizations can help to address
the challenges associated with collecting data on used electronics transboundary
movements. A workshop was held on June 21, 2011 at the United States Environmental
Protection Agency in Washington, DC as a first step towards meeting this need. The
objective of this workshop was to bring these stakeholders together to assess existing work
characterizing transboundary flows of used electronics all over the world and to chart a
path forward for collaborative data collection and characterization efforts. The ultimate
goal is to bring a scientific and balanced perspective to the issue of transboundary flows of
used electronics.
The primary desired outcome from the meeting was that the group would develop a
vision for a roadmap to characterize the transboundary flow of used electronics using a
collaborative approach. The vision is long-term: the characterization of these flows will
continuously evolve over time in order to track the dynamic nature of the system.
Stakeholders from academic and research institutions, industry and non-profit
organizations, and US government agencies participated in the workshop. The focus of the
discussion was on export flows from the United States, although data and methods from
other regions were discussed as well. The workshop was organized by the Materials
Systems Laboratory (MSL) at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and the
National Center for Electronics Recycling (NCER) under the umbrella of Solving the Ewaste Problem (StEP) Initiative, with financial support from the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA).
The workshop began with a discussion about regional and product scope followed
by presentations and discussions on existing methods for qualitative and quantitative
characterizations of transboundary flows. The afternoon activities revolved around
breakout groups developing priorities for collaborative data collection and further export
flow characterizations. The breakout groups presented the outcomes from their
discussions to the entire group and then the group selected a prioritized set of activities.
This report summarizes the content in the presentations and the outcomes from the
workshop while providing further detail on numerous topics.
Considering that “used electronics” can include a wide range of products, the scope
of products under consideration was defined first. The broad scope was limited to used
consumer electronics and information technology (IT). While European directives have
included large electrical appliances in the scope of their programs, in the United States
these items are typically managed separately and are not the focus of investigations into
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used electronics. Seven priority used electronic items were selected after the workshop
based on known hazardous components, consumer relevance, feasibility, and
representative nature of the item: desktop computers, laptop computers, cathode ray tubes
(CRTs), flat screen displays, printers, mobile phones, and circuit boards (whole and
shredded) that are derived from those whole products or other electronics. These priority
items are collected for reuse and recycling (including export) from residential and
commercial sources.
The diagram below, Figure ES1, illustrates the general framework developed for
characterizations of used electronics exports. The goal of the quantitative
characterizations is to arrive at robust estimates of exported used electronics. The purpose
of undertaking qualitative characterizations of used electronics exports is to understand
the mechanisms and motivations for the activity; doing so can inform strategic policy
decisions.

Used Electronic Export Flow Characterization

Quantitative
Characterizations

Implicit:
Data from Related
Systems

Explicit:
Data about Used
Electronics

Qualitative
Characterizations

Mechanisms

Motivations

Figure ES1: Hierarchy of Categories for Used Electronic Export Flow Characterizations

Existing methods that have been used to characterize export flows of used
electronics were reviewed in the workshop and summarized in this report. Since many
quantitative estimates rely on estimates of used electronics generation and collection
values, existing North American estimates were presented. Proxy trade data, enforcement
data, handler (collector and recycler) surveys , trade data, and mass balance approaches for
quantitative estimates were also reviewed. The general methodologies and associated
sources of uncertainty for these approaches are sufficiently understood. Relevant data is
currently only available in aggregate form; detailed product sales, product lifespan, and
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end of life management data would inform more accurate estimates, as well as insight from
industry experts.
To paint a complete picture of used electronics export flows, qualitative
characterizations were divided into topics of mechanisms, financial motivations,
restrictions, and non-financial motivations. The mechanisms category includes
descriptions of the business operations involved in export activity, while the motivations
category includes discussions of the reasons that a handler would or would not engage in
used electronics export. The restrictions to used electronics export and non-financial
motivations are well understood, while the mechanisms and financial motivations need to
be better characterized.
The guiding questions throughout the workshop were: What do we know now? and
How do we learn more? Figure ES2 and Figure ES3 below attempt to answer these
questions by presenting more detailed hierarchies for the frameworks of quantitative and
qualitative characterizations, respectively. Figure ES2 summarizes the extent that methods
are understood and data is available for various methods of quantitative approaches.
Similary, Figure ES3 summarizes the extent that information for subtopics of qualitative
characterizations is currently known and additional information is available. For each
figure, a color coding scheme is used to represent the extent of existing characterizations
and ease of expanding characterizations: red indicates limited existing characterization and
difficulty regarding expansion while green indicates at least some existing characterization
and ease of expansion. Other approaches that may be relevant to the characterizations,
described later, are listed in boxes below each subtopic.
It is interesting to note that while none of the approaches is classified as red (i.e.,
nothing is known about it), few are categorized as green (i.e., the approach is well
understood and information about it is readily available). Thus, although we have some
knowledge about these approaches and the data used in them, much more research is
needed in order to use the approaches to improve qualitative and quantitative
understanding of transboundary flows.
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Quantitative Characterizations

Explicit:
Data about Used Electronics

Implicit:
Data from
Related
Systems

Direct

Proxy Trade
Data

Enforcement
Data

Handler
Surveys

Trade
Data

Mass Balance

Methods:
Have been
demonstrated with
spent batteries.

Methods:
Old CRT
reports and
seizure events
analyzed.

Methods:
Surveys have
limited
response and
accuracy.

Method:
Has been
developed.

Data: Data
exists for few
products.
Reports often
confidential.

Data: IAER and
ISRI surveys
and some
import country
surveys
analyzed.

Data:
Aggregate
trade data is
publicly
available, no
distinction
between
used vs new.
Manufacture
data to infer
used vs new
exports is
limited.

Other
Approaches
7. State-Level
data,
8. Newer CRT
Rule Data
AP: Material
Flow Monitor

Other
Approaches
5.More handler
surveys,
AP: Bayesian
Truth Serum,
AP: Mobile
Surveys

Data: Aggregate
trade data is
publicly available

Legend

Indirect

Methodology Not
Well Understood

Methodology
Understood,
Data Not Readily
Available

Data:
Requires
multiple
sources of
data, some of
which are not
readily
available.

Other
Approaches
4. Bill of
Lading Data,
9. Update
trade code ,
AP: Internet
Trading

Methodology
Understood,
Data Somewhat
Available

Methodology
Understood,
Data Publicly
Available

Figure ES2: Summary of Existing Quantitative Characterizations and Other Approaches.
Color outline indicates the state of existing characterization and ease of expanding characterization.
Proposed approaches (numerically ranked) and additional approaches [APs] listed in “Other
Approaches” box below subtopics where potentially useful for expanding characterizations.
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Qualitative Characterizations

Mechanisms

Business
Models

Transactions

Exported
Products

Export
Destinations

Financial
Motivations

Restrictions

Non-financial
Motivations

Known:
Anecdotal
information.

Known:
Data on
internet
trading
available.
Anecdotal
exporter
information.
Bangladeshi
importer
study.

Known:
Knowledge of
which
products are
often
exported,
but relative
frequency not
known.

Known:
Knowledge of
which
countries are
often
exported to,
but relative
frequency
and end use
not known.

Known:
Domestic
processing
finances
understood;
finances
involving
export less
understood.

Known:
Legal
restrictions
and export
standards
well
understood.

Known:
Non-financial
motivations
are fairly
obvious and
generally
understood.

Information
Availability:
Information
readily
available in
public
documents.

Information
Availability:
These
motivations
are discussed
openly in the
media and
public
statements

Other
Approaches
2. Qualitative
Case Studies
5. Handler
Surveys

Other
Approaches
2. Qualitative
Case Studies
5. Handler
Surveys

Information
Availability:
Requires
more
extensive
information
from and
regarding
export
businesses,
beginning
with the
identification
of those
businesses.
Other
Approaches
2. Qualitative
Case Studies,
5. Handler
Surveys,
6. Surveil.,
7. State-Level
Data,
8. CRT Rule
Data
AP: Bayesian
Truth Serum

Legend

Motivations

Information
Availability:
Businesses
unlikely to
willingly
share export
practices.
Other
Approaches
2. Qualitative
Case Studies
5. Handler
Surveys
6. Surveil.
AP: All
additional
approaches
apply.

Category Not
Characterized

Information
Availability:
Quantitative
characterizations will
inform this
category.

Information
Availability:
Quantitative
characterizations will
inform this
category.

Other
Approaches
1 - 11: All
proposed
approaches
apply.

Other
Approaches
1 - 11: All
proposed
approaches
apply.

AP: All
additional
approaches
apply.

AP: All
additional
approaches
apply.

Category Partially
Characterized,
Information Not
Readily Available

Information
Availability:
Exporters risk
loss of
competitive
edge by
revealing
finances.

Other
Approaches
2. Qualitative
Case Studies,
4. BOL data,
5. Handler
Surveys,
10. Voluntary
Exports
Standards
AP: Internet
Trading
AP: Bayesian
Truth Serum

Category Partially
Characterized,
Information
Somewhat
Available

Category Well
Characterized,
Information
Readily Available

Figure ES3: Summary of Existing Qualitative Characterizations and Other Approaches.
Color outline indicates the state of existing characterization and ease of expanding characterization.
Proposed approaches (numerically ranked) and additional approaches [APs] listed in “Other
Approaches” box below subtopics where potentially useful for expanding characterizations.
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After a full day of presentations of the scope, framework, and existing
characterization approaches as well as discussions and breakout groups, workshop
participants “voted” for their most favored participant-proposed characterization
approaches. The pool of available approaches was a collection of all ideas generated in the
breakout groups, some of which were not discussed in the review of existing approaches.
Table ES1 below ranks the most favored characterization approaches.
Table ES1: Ranking of Most Favored Participant-Proposed Characterization Approaches

Most Favored Characterization Approach
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Electronic Tracking
Qualitative Case Studies
Person in the Port
Bill of Lading (BOL) Data
Handler (Collector and Recycler) Surveys
SurveillanceData from Inspections
State-Level Data
CRT Rule Data
Updated Trade Data
Voluntary Export Standards (e-Stewards, R2, WR3A) Data
Collaboration with International Agencies

Descriptions of each proposed approach can be found in Section 5, Workshop
Breakout Group Outcome. For example, participants expressed enthusiasm for the
electronic tracking approach; if executed properly without tampering, the geographical
path the used electronic takes can be clearly observed. Qualitative case studies using
recent historical cases also offered a direct understanding of some mechanisms and
motivations. Person in the Port enables a researcher to directly observe some of the used
electronics in transit, while Bill of Lading Data gives a more complete understanding of
exports than aggregate trade data.
In discussions following the workshop, additional approaches not mentioned were
explored. These approaches, described in Section 5.2, include Collaboration with Original
Equipment Manufacturers, Expand Monitoring of Internet Trading, Mobile Survey of
Recyclers and Bayesian Truth Serum Surveys.
Table ES2 below compares the anticipated level of effort required to execute
approaches with the anticipated quality of information gained. Based on this subjective
assessment, approaches were identified for pilot studies to gauge feasibility. Approaches
requiring moderate effort and returning results with medium-high information quality are
recommended to be prioritized for these next studies.
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Table ES2: Summary Matrix of Effort Required and Quality of Information for All Approaches
Effort
Required

Quality
of
Information

Low

Medium

Low




Proxy Trade Data
Trade Data



Enforcement Data:
Mandatory Reporting
State-Level Data
Expand Monitoring
of Internet Trading




Moderate









Medium-High



Significant

Enforcement Data:
Seizures
Handler Surveys
Mass Balance
Bill of Lading Data
Updated Trade Data
Voluntary Exports
Standards Datar
Bayesian Truth
Serum within
Handler Survey d
Collaboration with
OEMs
Qualitative Case
Studies s Data








High
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Surveillance from
Inspections
Mobile Survey of
Recyclers in
Developing
Countries

Electronic Tracking
Person in the Port
Material Flow
Monitoring

1 Overview
1.1 Workshop Motivation and Objectives
There is a dearth of data on transboundary movements of used electronics around
the world. Although a multitude of different data sources exist, coherent sets of
information on used electronics and their movement are lacking because of inherent
challenges in obtaining such information including:






limited mechanisms for data collection,
lack of consistent definitions for categorizing and labeling used electronics and
components,
lack of consistent definitions and lack of knowledge of downstream processing
and uses (i.e., reuse vs. recycling),
minimal regulatory oversight, and
illicit actors operating in the system.

In spite of these challenges, a characterization of the sources, destinations, and
quantities of used electronics flows would inform strategic decision-making of numerous
stakeholders within the used electronics reverse supply chain. For example, such
information would help regional policy-makers & regulators understand:






economic incentives within the system,
which materials resources are leaving the region,
how much used electronics could potentially be processed domestically,
which products or materials are the most challenging to process domestically,
and
capacity levels for safely processing used electronics in various countries.

Increased information on flows would help recyclers and original equipment
manufacturers understand:






regulatory constraints,
materials flows (sources, destinations, and quantities),
monetary flows,
which actors are industry leaders in best practices for different sectors
(recycling, refurbishment, collection, etc.), and
how to ensure appropriate downstream management of used electronics.

Collaboration between academic and research institutions, industry and non-profit
organizations, government agencies, and international organizations can help to address
these challenges. A workshop was held on June 21, 2011 at the United States
Environmental Protection Agency in Washington, DC as a first step towards meeting this
need. The objective of this workshop was to bring these stakeholders together to assess
existing work characterizing transboundary flows of used electronics all over the world
and to chart a path forward for collaborative data collection and characterization efforts.
The ultimate goal is to bring a scientific and balanced perspective to the issue of
transboundary flows of used electronics.

The primary desired outcome from the meeting was that the group would develop a
vision for a roadmap to characterize the transboundary flow of used electronics using a
collaborative approach. The vision is long-term: the characterization of these flows will
continuously evolve over time in order to track the dynamic nature of the system.
The workshop was organized under the umbrella of the Solving the E-waste
Problem (StEP) Initiative by the Materials Systems Laboratory (MSL) at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) and the National Center for Electronics Recycling (NCER)
using funding from the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA). The focus
of the workshop was on transboundary flows originating from the US, but activities related
to other regions will be explored as well.

1.2 Workshop and Report Structure
The workshop began with a discussion about regional and product scope followed
by presentations and discussions on existing methods for qualitative and quantitative
characterizations of transboundary flows. The afternoon activities revolved around
breakout groups developing priorities for collaborative data collection and further export
flow characterizations. The breakout groups presented the outcomes from their
discussions to the entire group and then the group selected a prioritized set of activities.
This report summarizes the content in the presentations and the outcomes from the
workshop while providing further detail on numerous topics.
The guiding questions throughout the workshop were: What do we know now? and
How do we learn more? Section 2 and 3 of the report begin by defining what we seek to
learn about. Section 4 discusses what we know now, while Sections 5 and 6 discuss
additional approaches for learning more. Section 7 summarizes the approaches while
Section 8 provides an initial assessment of the feasibility of the approaches and offers
recommendations for future studies.
A list of workshop participants can be found in Appendix A.
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2 Scope of Characterizations
Definitions of used electric and electronic items vary from country to country and
study to study, therefore it is important to clearly define the scope of items included in this
project. Table 1 displays that these characterizations will focus on used information
technology (IT) equipment and consumer electronics (jointly called “used electronics”),
and not on small electrics (such as kitchen appliances) or white goods (such as washing
machines and refrigerators). While European directives have included large electrical
appliances in the scope of their programs, in the United States these items are typically
managed separately and are not the focus of investigations into used electronics. Items
from residential, commercial and institutional generators will be included. Ideally, there
would be sufficient data to characterize the widest spectrum of used electronics flows, from
whole units to components to the shredded materials derived from them. Recognizing data
and resource limitations, it is useful to prioritize which subsets of used electronics that are
in scope will be focused on for characterization in initial studies. The priority items were
determined after the workshop by the authors and sponsoring organizations.
Table 1: Range of Items In or Out of Scope of Characterizations
Materials

Components

Whole Units

In Scope

CRT cullet, shredded
circuit boards, etc

Components
containing focus or
hazardous materials

IT & Consumer
electronics from both
residential,
commercial and
institutional
generators

Out of Scope

Metals, plastics, etc

Other components

White goods, small
electrics, lighting
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2.1 Factors Considered in Selecting Priority Items
A major driver of research into used electronics exports is concern about
occupational health and safety hazards and environmental pollution related to
management of hazardous substances embedded in many used electronic components.
Therefore, it would be wise to prioritize the characterization of used electronics flows
known to contain substances of concern.
According to the Partnership for Action on Computing Equipment (PACE) Working
Group of the Basel Convention, some of the many materials in computing equipment are
hazardous, while others are valuable.
Computing equipment contains more than 60 types of metals and
other materials, some in large amounts, "primary constituents" such as steel,
some in small amounts, "minor constituents" such as silver, and some in very
minute amounts, "micro or trace constituents" such as gold. Of course, the
exact materials are different for each manufacturer, for each piece of
equipment, and they are always changing as the technology changes.
Facilities that recover material from end-of-life computing equipment must
be prepared for new and old equipment, with new and old technology.
Some of these materials present little or no special hazard or concern,
e.g., steel. Certain other materials may present a hazard when they are
broken, crushed, shredded or melted, unless environmentally sound
management practices are employed (PACE, 2011).
Table 2 below lists the chemical substances of concern, and relevant standards,
certification schemes, and legislation that list those substances. Dozens of used electronics
items were noted to contain one or more of the chemical substances of concern; all of the
priority items contain several of the substances. Appendix B provides an additional table
which has the references for the comparison between chemical substances of concern and
the priority items.
Other factors considered in selecting priority items are consumer relevance,
feasibility, and representative nature of the item. For the results of the characterization to
gain broader interest, many of the items chosen should be easily understood by consumers
and citizens in general. A much broader group of consumers and citizens of all ages are
aware of the widespread use of electronics than the group of consumers and citizens who
are aware of the components inside the electronics that aid in their function. Therefore,
characterizing more whole units as compared to components and materials will have more
consumer and citizen relevance. The factor of feasibility recognizes that there is more data
available for some items than others; much of that data has yet to be fully analyzed and
should be utilized. Lastly, some items such as laptop batteries are managed in very
different ways than other categories of equipment; investigating these niche items may not
provide information that can be used to describe other categories of items.
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2.2 Priority Items Selected
Based on the factors for selecting priority items described above, the following
seven used electronic items were selected for in-depth characterizations:
1. Used Desktop Computers
2. Used Laptop Computers
3. Used Cathode Ray Tubes (TVs, monitors and cores)
4. Used Flat Screen Displays
5. Used Printers
6. Used Mobile Phones
7. Used Circuit boards (whole and shredded)
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Table 2: Chemical Substances of Concern, Priority Items and Standards

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

Standards

Mobile Phones

Printers

√

Circuit Boards

Flat Screens

Aluminum
Antimony
Arsenic
Barium
Beryllium
Cadmium
Hexavalent
Chromium
Cobalt
Copper
Flame
Retardants
HBCDDi
PBBii
PBDEiii
PCBsiv
TBBP-Av
Lead
Lithium
Manganese
Mercury
Nickel
Organic
Solvents
Platinum
PAHsvi
PVCvii
DEHP,
BBP,&DBPviii
Selenium
Silicon
Silver
Thallium
Zinc

CRTs

Chemical
Substances
of Concern

Desktops & Laptops

Priority Items

OSHA
[1]

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Basel
[2]

R2
[3]

BAN &
ETBC
[4]

RoHS
[5]
&
Prop.
RoHS
[6]

187
√

√
√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

1

√

109

√

√

√

√

√

42

√

√

√

√

√

√

√x

7

√

√

√

√

√

√

√x

18

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

49
128
√

√

√

√

√

xi
√

√

143

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

5

√

√

√ ix

√ ix

√ ix

√

√

√

√x

xi
√

√

2

√

√

√
√

219

√

√
√

HR 2284
CERCLA
/ S 1270
[7]
[8]

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

117
3

√

53
√ xii

√
√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

8

√
xi
√

√

√

√

76,
195&52
147

√

214

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
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√

74

Notes from Table 2:
i
ii
iii
iv

Hexabromocyclododecane (HBCDD)
Polybrominated biphenyls (PBB)
Polybrominateddiphenyl ethers (PBDE)
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). Banned from US since 1976; may find capacitors
in old mainframe computers with this chemical. [E]
v
Tetrabromobisphenol A (TBBP-A)
vi
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs)
vii Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
viii Bis (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP), Butylbenzylphthalate (BBP), Dibutylphthalate
(DBP) are plasticizers that can be found in PVC.
ix
These standards only list these chemicals when contained in specific items.
x
These standards list these chemicals with specific exceptions.
xi
These chemicals are not currently listed in RoHS, but have been proposed.
xii
This chemical is only listed when ignitable in batteries.
Standards:
[1] OSHA Air Quality Limits. These air quality limits apply when the substance is in a
form that could be inhaled by a worker. This is relevant because items may enter
particulate form during some processing steps. “United States Occupational Health
and Safety Administration (OSHA) exposure limits in the workplace for some
substances contained in computing equipment”. (PACE, 2011)
[2] Basel Convention Controlled Waste. Listed in Annex 1 of the Basel Convention on
the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal,
Categories of Wastes to Be Controlled. These substances are only controlled when
they are in wastes, defined by the Basel Convention as “substances or objects which
are disposed of or are intended to be disposed of or are required to be disposed of by
the provisions of national law.” However, it is difficult to determine with certainty
whether exported items are destined for disposal. (PACE, 2011)
[3] R2 Focus Materials.(R2 Solutions, 2008)
[4] BAN & ETBC Extended Focus Material List. (Basel Action Network and Electronics
TakeBack Coalition, 2008)
[5] Existing RoHS Substances. Article 4 (1) of European RoHS [Restriction of
Hazardous Substances] Directive 2002/95/EC, (Wäger, Schluep, & Müller, 2010)
[6] Proposed RoHS Substances. (Rita Groß, Gensch, Zangl, & Manhart, 2008)
[7] CERCLA Priority List of Hazardous Substances. The 2007 ranking assigns the
highest priority to 1 and the lowest priority to 275. “It should be noted that this
priority list is not a list of "most toxic" substances, but rather a prioritization of
substances based on a combination of their frequency, toxicity, and potential for
human exposure at NPL [Superfund US National Priority List] sites.” (US ASTDR,
2007)
[8] Restricted in Bill HR 2284 / S 1270. HR 2284 /S 1270: Responsible Electronics
Recycling Act (Green, 2011)
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3 Framework: Qualitative and Quantitative Characterizations
To gain a comprehensive understanding of used electronics exports, both
quantitative and qualitative characterizations of the flows are important. Figure 1
demonstrates subcategories that are useful for classifying the methods used to arrive at
comprehensive characterizations.

Used Electronic Export Flow Characterization

Quantitative Characterizations

Implicit:
Data from Related
Systems

Explicit:
Data about Used
Electronics

Qualitative
Characterizations

Mechanisms

Motivations

Figure 1: Hierarchy of Categories for Used Electronic Export Flow Characterizations

Detailed depictions and descriptions of the frameworks for quantitative and
qualitative frameworks are provided below in this section, along with a graphical summary
of the state of existing characterizations. Section 4 provides a review of previously
established characterization methods, Section 5 presents the outcomes of characterization
methods discussed by workshop participants, and Section 6 briefly presents additional
characterization approaches explored since the workshop.
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3.1 Quantitative Characterizations
The goal of the quantitative characterizations is to arrive at robust estimates of
exported used electronics. Some methods require estimates of amounts of generated and
collected used electronics as well. Additionally, any export estimate should be compared to
the collection and generation estimates to check for logical congruency.




Generated refers to the used electronics that reach an end of life phase during a
specified time period.
Collected refers to the subset of generated used electronics that are collected by
a used electronics collector (or collector/recycler).
Exported refers to the subset of collected used electronics which are exported
from a specified country to a foreign country.

More detailed characterizations would include the sectors and fates of exported used
electronics. Figure 2 demonstrates the relative volumes of used electronics and displays
how exported items could be categorized in terms of pathways and fates.



Sectors refers to the economic sector handling the used electronics, either the
formal and informal sectors.
Fates refers to the final disposition(s) of the whole used electronic or its
components, roughly categorized as reused, recycled or discarded.

?

Exported: Sectors

?

D

Exported: Fates

?
Figure 2: Categories of Quantitative Estimates
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Quantitative Characterizations

Explicit:
Data about Used Electronics
Implicit:
Data from
Related Systems
Direct

Proxy Trade Data

Enforcement
Data

Handler
Surveys
(Exporter &
Importer)

Indirect

Trade Data

Mass Balance

Figure 3: Hierarchy of Methodologies for Quantitative Characterizations

Figure 3 presents an overview of the hierarchy of methodologies which may
contribute to quantitative characterizations. Each method is described below:




Implicit methods make inferences based on available data from related systems
involving items similar to the used electronics in scope (see Table 1).
o Proxy trade data can be used to make inferences about the unknown
flows of a targeted used electronics items by analyzing available trade
data from related items. For example, the flows of laptops may be
inferred from data about circuit boards, hard drives and LCD displays.
Explicit methods derive estimates from data about the targeted used
electronics items.
o Direct methods use data about the exported used electronics under
consideration.
 Enforcement data encompass reporting from regulated items, as
well as careful extrapolations from seizure customs reports.
 Handler surveys include surveys of recyclers and collectors in
both exporting and importing countries.
 Trade data contain information on export or import flows of
material or product streams.
o Indirect methods use data about flows related to the exported used
electronics, and infer the exported used electronics flows from these
other flows.
 Mass balance methods assume exports are the unexplained
portion of flows. Trade data can be used to inform these flows.
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3.2 Qualitative Characterizations
The purpose of undertaking qualitative characterizations of used electronics exports
is to understand the mechanisms and motivations for the activity.

Qualitative Characterizations

Mechanisms

Business
Models

Transactions

Exported
Products

Motivations

Export
Destinations

Financial
Motivations

Restrictions

Nonfinancial
Motivations

Figure 4: Hierarchy of Categories for Qualitative Characterizations

Figure 4 presents an overview of the hierarchy of topics which may contribute to
qualitative characterizations. Each topic is described below:




Mechanisms describes how used electronics exports take place and considers
o Business Models investigates correlations between export and
characteristics such as business structure, diversification, and size.
o Transactions refers to the players and platforms facilitating export.
o Exported Products investigates the frequency of export of a variety of
used electronics.
o Export Destinations investigates the frequency of export of products to
different countries or world regions.
Motivations
o Financial Motivations compares the revenues and cost to recyclers for
domestic reuse, recycle, components, and export of a variety of products.
o Restrictions documents domestic and international legal restrictions,
contracts, and voluntary export standards.
o Non-Financial Motivations includes issues such as strategic corporate
social responsibility and protection of firm reputation.
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4 Review of Previously Established Characterization Methods and
Results
The review of previously established characterization methods and results will
follow the hierarchical framework presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4, in that order.

4.1 Quantitative Characterizations
4.1.1 Generated and Collected
Generated

Collected

Exported

The basic approach consistent across most studies reviewed here is to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Determine the sales of a product in a region over a time period
Determine an average lifespan, or a distribution of obsolescence rates
Calculate how many products are predicted to become obsolete in a given year
Apply a collection fraction to estimate the collected products
Optional: Determine the average weight of the product in each year; multiply by
quantity to get total estimated weight generated and collected

Table 3 and Table 4 summarize the scope, data sources, methods and key results for
generation and collection quantities and weights, respectively, for work related to the
United States and North America. Following the tables, detailed descriptions of the
methods used in each study and some key figures are presented.
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Table 3: Summary of Generation and Collection Quantity Estimates
Scope
Reference
Methods
Time
Geographic Products
Period
(Pontoniere,
2002)

United States

(Muller, Schluep,
Widmer,
Gottschalk, &
Boni, 2009)

Global,
by world
region

(Williams, Yu, Ju,
& Yang, 2010)

(US EPA ORCR,
2011)

Global,
by world
region

United States

Computers

Personal
Computers

Personal
Computers

Personal
computers,
computer
displays,
accessories
(keyboards and
mice), hardcopy devices,
TVs, mobile
devices

Data Sources

1990s –
2000s

Review of
studies

Relevant
studies

2005

Stock and flow
model with
probabilistic
obsolescence
rate

Stock data:
UN ITU,
Indicators:
World Bank

1990
to
2030

1980
to
2010

Material Flow
Analysis (MFA)
with logistic
technological
diffusion

Market Sales
Model factoring
in obsolescence,
storage and
collection rates

Stock data:
UN ITU,
Sales data:
“consulting
firms and
sources such as
eTForecasts,
IDC, and the
Computer
Industry
Almanac Inc”
Sales data:
IDC, CEA,
Gartner,
literature
Lifespan and
storage data:
FL DEP,
industry
surveys,
experts,
literature
Collection data:
State program
data

Key
Generation
Results

Key
Collection
Results

2001 Millions of
Computers in
United States:
40
2005 Millions of
Personal
Computers in
North America:
36.67
Millions of
Personal
Computers in
North America*:

2002 Millions of
Computers in
United States:
12.5

2005: ~50
2010: ~70
2015: ~82
2020: ~92
*read from plot
Millions of items
in 2010 in United
States:

Millions of items
in 2010 in
United States:

Computers: 51.9
Displays: 35.8
Hard-copy: 33.6
Accessories: 82.2
TVs: 28.5
Mobile: 152.0
Total: 384.0

Computers: 20.6
Displays: 11.7
Hard-copy: 11.2
Accessories: 7.8
TVs: 4.9
Mobile: 17.4
Total: 73.7

Table 4: Summary of Generation and Collection Weight Estimates
Scope
Reference
Methods
Time
Geographic
Products
Period

(Gregory,
Nadeau, &
Kirchain, 2009)

(US EPA ORCR,
2011)

(Harris, 2011)
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Global,
by world
region

CRT Cullet

United States

Personal
computers,
computer
displays,
accessories
(keyboards
and mice),
hard-copy
devices, TVs,
mobile devices

United States

All “e-waste”

2010
to
2025

Dynamic
Material Flow
Analysis (dMFA)
factoring in
supply, demand
and
technological
change

1980
to
2010

Market Sales
Model factoring
in obsolescence,
storage and
collection rates

2010

Survey of ISRI
members (and
extrapolation)

Data Sources
Sales data:
(Multiple),
Demand data:
Literature and
surveys,
Lifespan data:
US EPA 2007,
Collection:
European WEEE
Weight data:
Industry survey
Sales data:
IDC, CEA,
Gartner,
literature
Lifespan and
storage data:
FL DEP, industry
surveys, experts,
literature
Collection data:
State program
data
Surveys

Key
Generation
Results

Key
Collection
Results

Thousands of
short tons of
CRT (cullet)
United States in
year:

Thousands of
short tons of
CRT (cullet)
United States in
year:

2010: 850.4
2015: 503.2
2020: 172.9
2025: 27.2
Thousands of
short tons in
2010 in United
States:
Computers: 423
Displays: 595
Hard-copy: 290
Accessories: 68
TVs: 1040
Mobile: 20
Total: 2435

2010: 286.3
2015: 259.9
2020: 111.2
2020: 19.2
Thousands of
short tons in
2010 in United
States:
Computers: 168
Displays: 194
Hard-copy: 97
Accessories: 6
TVs: 181
Mobile: 2
Total: 649
Thousands of
tons of “e-waste”
in 2010:
3500

4.1.1.1 Assessment of e-waste flows: a probabilistic approach to quantify e-waste
based on world ICT and development indicators(Muller et al., 2009)
Generated:
EMPA, the Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Testing and Research,
developed a stock and flow model, shown in Figure 5 to probabilistically estimate the
amount of used electronics generated across the world for a given year.

Figure 5: Flow diagram of stock and flow probabilistic model (Muller et al., 2009)

The object of these model simulations is to determine the Output in year n. Note
that disposal is not the only end of life scenario in reality, though it is diagrammed as such
in this figure. For a simplified example to demonstrate the logic of the model, consider
Country A. Country A imports most of its used electronics which were produced in Asia,
and the input reflects sales of 100 computers in year 2009, Input (2009). Country A
already had 300 computers in its Stock in 2008, Stock (2008). Market analysts determined
that 350 computers were desired in the country in 2009, Stock (2009). Using an
algebraically rearranged version of the model:
Output (2009)=Input(2009)-[Stock(2009) – Stock(2008)] =100-[350 – 300]=50
The 50 computers output represents computers that were replaced due to obsolescence or
breakage and those put in storage in 2009.
EMPA intentionally utilized “free or cheaply available indicators provided by the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and the World Bank” for much of the model
data. Stock data was found from ITU personal computer indicator statistics; a correlation
between this data and GDP was used to extrapolate the available data to countries without

data. The simplified example above assumes that sales data are available to determine the
input quantities. The researchers did not find suitable sales data freely or cheaply for all
countries or world regions, so instead used an iterative process based on a normalized
obsolescence rate which was fit to available sales data for three countries plus the EU. The
equations used to determine output are found below in Figure 6. The first equation listed,
(3), is continuous, while the second equation listed, (4), is discretized for Excel.

Figure 6: Iterative equations to determine output (Muller et al., 2009)

The model was run for each country as well as world regions for 2005. For North
America, the results showed output of 2.5 kg personal computers/capita-year or 36.67
million units. The model was observed to underestimate flows generally, and though there
is a rather tight range of estimates it may be misleading due to the combination of
deterministic and probabilistic data. Also, this model has limited applicability to other
types of used electronics which do not have indicators associated with their penetration.
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4.1.1.2 Forecasting Global Generation of Obsolete Personal Computers (Williams et al.,
2010)
Generated:
Researchers at Arizona State University developed a methodology to forecast
personal computer obsolescence trends for world regions. This could be applied at a
country level with additional data. “Using data on historical stock and sales in different
regions, PC sales and generation of obsolete PCs are forecasted for the next two decades
using the logistic function. The logistic function displays an S-shaped behavior and has
been found to empirically describe the diffusion of a range of technologies ranging from
mobile phone, home electric appliances, to computers…Combining the logistic model with
materials flows analysis (MFA) enables estimation of the generation of obsolete/ discarded
devices” (Williams et al., 2010). The MFA model utilizes the same basic stock and flow
equation presented by (Muller et al., 2009). Lifespans were found in literature, and then
iteratively calibrated to stocks. Upper bounds on the logistic curve were set equal to all
employees having a work computer plus personal computers for a very wide age bracket.
Lower bounds were set equal to work computers for IT professionals.



Stocks data were found from the UN International Telecommunication Union
database for PC stocks and penetration rates.
Sales data were collected from “consulting firms and sources such as
eTForecasts, IDC, and the Computer Industry Almanac Inc”.

Figure 7 below displays results of the forecast for North America.

Figure 7: Forecasting of generation of obsolete computers in North America (Williams et al.,
2010)
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4.1.1.3 Electronics Waste Management in the United States Through 2009(US EPA
ORCR, 2011)
ICF International was contracted by the US EPA to update its 2008 document
Electronics Waste Management in the United States: Approach 1. The objectives of the 2008
study were to:




“Estimate the number and weight of products that will become obsolete and
need EOL management annually.
Estimate what portion of EOL electronic products are recycled versus disposed.
Estimate how much material that is ready for EOL management may be in
storage.”(USEPA Office of Solid Waste, 2008)

This new report, released in 2011, had the same product scope and similar
methodology and data sources as the original. Improvements were made in the areas of
sales data, weight data, storage modeling, share of commercial electronics products, and
included state data.
Overall, the approach is to model the year in which an electronic item will be ready
for end-of-life management based on the year that it was sold, the year it is expected to
become obsolete, and expected storage habits. The overall weight of a product in a year
was found by multiplying the quantity by an average weight.
The data sources are described below:


Weight data was determined using Consumer Reports Buying Guides and
equipment manufacturer specification sheets. The authors recognize that their
simple-average method could be improved by weighting the average based on
sales.

Generated:




Sales data were approximated by manufacturers’ shipment data instead of retail.
These figures were obtained from International Data Corporation (IDC), the
Consumer Electronics Association (CEA), and literature.
o Gartner reports, IDC and literature were used to determine the share of
sales in the commercial and residential markets.
A 2006 study from the Florida DEP was used in conjunction with industry
surveys, expert interviews and literature review to arrive at estimates of product
lifespans and storage habits.

Collected:


Data from states with used electronics recycling programs and recycler surveys
were used to estimate the share of used electronics that are collected for
processing versus disposal; low collection rates were assumed for states without
programs. The authors recognize “considerable uncertainty” in this estimate.
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Despite the data limitations, this study represents the most up-to-date and accurate
calculation of used electronics generation in the United States. In the above text, Table 4
displays the weight of units ready to be either collected for end-of-life processing or
disposal. Elsewhere in the report, 39.40 million computer units are stated to be ready for
end-of-life management in 2006.

Figure 8: Quantity of electronic products ready for end-of-life management in the United
States *Results for 2010 are based on estimates from previous years (US EPA ORCR, 2011)
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4.1.1.4 Evaluating the Economic Viability of a Material Recovery System: The Case of
Cathode Ray Tube Glass (Gregory et al., 2009)
The object of this study is to analyze recovery systems for CRT glass cullet around
the world. In order to do so, both the generation of used CRTs and the collection
probabilities in different world regions was modeled. Information related to generation
and collection is the focus of this summary.
Generated:
Instead of using statistics to forecast the generation of used CRTs, a dynamic
Material Flow Analysis approach was used. This approach involved “explicitly modeling
evolution in technology (i.e., the capacity to use cullet in new products), the underlying
product demand (i.e., the size and composition of CRT demand), and the underlying supply
(i.e., market and regulatory driven product retirement and disposal) to study
vulnerabilities in a materials system”(Gregory et al., 2009).
To arrive at the generation of potential CRT cullet in a given year for a given world
region, the model factored in the weight of the glass in CRTs, historical CRT sales, and
product lifespans. Since not all CRTs are collected, not all of the glass in the generated CRTs
becomes cullet. Figure 9 displays the cumulative probability functions of product lifespan
for CRTs, separating monitors and TVs into different categories; wide distributions in
product lifespans can be seen. Four world regions were selected based on the resolution of
sales data, which were compiled and interpolated from various sources. The effects of
these assumptions were tested through sensitivity analyses.

Figure 9: Cumulative probability functions of product lifespan for CRT Monitors and TVs
(Gregory et al., 2009)
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Collected:
In order to estimate the collection of CRTs in the four world regions, European data
was used and adjustments were made for other world regions. Note that for this exercise,
world regions were subdivided further than the four original regions. The “S-curve” was
assumed to represent trends in collection; increase in the End of Life (EoL) collection
fraction increases gradually and then stabilizes with time. To account for differences in the
status of collection operations in other world regions, estimated time delays were used to
shift the “S-curve”s of other world regions. These time delays underwent sensitivity
analyses to determine their impact on the results.

Figure 10: End of Life (EoL) collection fraction curves for the four locations in this study and
for the reference curve, Europe only (Gregory et al., 2009)

4.1.1.5 Evolution of Product Lifespan and Implications for Environmental Assessment
and Management: A Case Study of Personal Computers in Higher Education
(Babbitt, Kahhat, Williams, & Babbitt, 2009)
This study used employee personal computer property control data from 19852000 from one of the largest US universities, Arizona State University (ASU), to create an
age-structured model and characterize “life cycle parameters for personal computers”.
Generated and Collected (assuming complete collection):
Figure 11 displays average obsolescence curves for non-student computers at ASU during
four different time periods, demonstrating that over time, computers are retired earlier.
Anticipating continuing trends of shifting obsolescence curves, Figure 12 offers three
projected scenarios: “(1) PC lifespan decreases linearly from 1995 onward, extrapolated to
4.7 years in 2010, (2) PC lifespan decreases on an exponential curve, extrapolated to 3.5
years in 2010, and (3) PC lifespan decreases linearly from 1985 onward, extrapolated to
1.3 years in 2010.” Sample data from 196 ASU computers in the 2005 cohort closely
resembled the Scenario 2 projections.
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Figure 11: Average obsolescence curves for computer (not including student computers)
cohorts from four time periods at Arizona State University (Babbitt et al., 2009)

Figure 12: Three projected scenarios of PC lifespan change over time. Note: Scenario 1:
linear (from 1995) decrease in lifespan, to 4.7 years in 2010; Scenario 2: exponential
decrease in lifespan, to 3.5 years in 2010; Scenario 3: linear (from 1985) decrease in
lifespan, to 1.3 years in 2010 (Babbitt et al., 2009)
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Authors noted that for 1999, a Department of Energy survey showed that “the
education sector (K-12 and postsecondary) accounted for 21% of the approximately 58
million PCs in commercial buildings in 1999 and that the overall education sector had an
ownership rate of 1335 PCs per thousand employees, as compared to an average of 707
computers per thousand employees for all commercial sectors in 1999.” Figure 13
provides a “possible upper bound on the contribution of higher education” of 2.5 million
“obsolete” computers to the total national stock of used electronics, assuming all
universities have trends such as ASU.

Figure 13: Projections of Total Institutional Computer Ownership in US Higher Education.
(Supplemental Information from Babbitt et al., 2009)
Quantitative Characterizations
Generated Used Electronics Summary:
Methods: Predicting obsolescence using sales and lifespan data understood and demonstrated.
Data: Sales data available (some publicly, some for purchase). Uncertainty surrouding sales
estimates, as well as lifespan and storage assumptions. University case study has empirical data.

Quantitative Characterizations
Collected Used Electronics Summary:
Methods: Estimating general collection fractions understood, as well as using state data. Less
clear for distinguishing residential and commercial/institutional sources.
Data: Uncertainty in states without programs. Collection rates aggreagte product types.
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4.1.2 Exported
Generated

Collected

Exported

4.1.2.1 Exported: Implicit Methods

Implicit methods make inferences based on available data from related systems
involving items similar to the used electronics in scope.
4.1.2.1.1 Proxy Trade Data
This method involves making inferences about the unknown flows of a targeted
used electronics items by analyzing available trade data from related items. The benefit of
this method is that it makes use of data that are readily available and collected on an
annual basis. The challenge is that the representativeness of the proxy data for the
targeted flows is likely unknown.
Additionally, many concerns exist about the usefulness of trade data in general.
These concerns below apply to methods described in the general Trade Data section:






Export data and import data do not perfectly align; export classifications are
sometimes correctively reclassified upon import
To avoid tariffs, laws and regulations, or other forms of negative attention,
sometimes exports are intentionally misclassified.
Tariff codes for electronics equipment are often difficult to interpret, and have
not changed at the same pace as the technology has evolved.
General inconsistencies in data reporting and availability (Lepawsky & McNabb,
2009)
Tariffs create incentive to undervalue exports, or trade instead in the black
market (Kahhat & Williams, 2009)
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Lepawsky and McNabb (2009) retrieved information from the UN Comtrade
database about flows of “waste and scrap of primary batteries, electric accumulators, spent
primary batteries, and spent electric accumulators”. This trade category is unique in that it
represents a waste or scrap flow, whereas that distinction is not present within other
electric or electronic trade categories. Still, there are concerns that these batteries may not
be representative of used electronics since they are inclusive of waste from other
industries such as automotives. Also, there is a separate set of US regulations that are
applied this category of items, and the considerable differences in end of life management
processes that these items undergo as compared to used electronics items like computers
and monitors. Figure 14 demonstrates results of the Lepawsky and McNabb (2009)
analysis for the year 2006.

Figure 14: Global trade in “waste and scrap of primary batteries, electric accumulators,
spent primary batteries, and spent electric accumulators” in the year 2006 (Lepawsky &
McNabb, 2009)
Quantitative Characterizations
Proxy Trade Data Approach Summary:
Methods: Approach has been demonstrated with spent batteries, and is readily understood.
Data: Data are publicly available, however trade data is very uncertain and targeted flows may
not be well represented by proxies.
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4.1.2.2 Exported: Explicit methods

Explicit methods derive estimates from data about the targeted used electronics
items.
4.1.2.2.1 Direct methods

Direct data use data about the used electronics under consideration to arrive at
estimates of export flows.
4.1.2.2.1.1 Enforcement data

Enforcement data encompass reporting from regulated items, as well as careful
extrapolations from seizure customs reports.
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4.1.2.2.1.1.1 Mandatory Reporting
The regulation of export of CRTs by the US EPA1 allowed researchers to aggregate
reported export allowances through information requests (Interpol, 2009). The California
Department of Toxic Substances Control (CA DTSC) collects a copy of the documentation
from Californian exporters; additional requirements are described in the Restrictions
section under Qualitative Characterizations (CA DTSC, 2008). The US EPA reporting
requires information about the exporter, the export rate, duration and total weight,
specifics about ports of departure, transit and entry as well as means of transportation, and
finally the location of primary and alternative recyclers in the importing country (Interpol,
2009).
This information is rarely verified, so the accuracy of the reporting is unknown.
Information aggregated from 2007 is likely not representative of the current situation
given that many of the factories in existence at the time have ceased operation while others
may have opened. However, these data are still useful as a benchmark against other
estimates. below summarizes some of the findings of an analysis of 2007 reports to CA
DTSC and US EPA (Interpol, 2009).
Table 5: Reported 2007 Broken CRT Exports by Agency and Destination, NR=Not
Reported (Interpol, 2009)
Destination
Malaysia

CA DTSC

US EPA

Weight (short tons)

Weight (short tons)

3,950

55,886

NR

12,318 -12,885

Brazil

1,800

1,211 - 3,779

South Korea

1,750

7,830

China

1,150

NR

Mexico

899

NR

Vietnam

351

NR

India

100

NR

Canada

4.1.2.2.1.1.2 Seizure Data
Statistics from seizures of containers containing illegal shipments of used
electronics may provide another means of inferring total shipments of used electronics. A
report from Interpol (2009) noted that the “World Customs Organisation Regional
Intelligence Office for Asia and the Pacific (RILO) provided a valuable report on customs
seizures based on a co-operative operation known as ‘sky hole patching’ that occurred
in2006-2007 with a focus on Asia and the Pacific. The project examined the illegal trade in
1CFR

261.39 Conditional Exclusion for Used, Broken Cathode Ray Tubes, (CRTs) and Processed CRT
Glass Undergoing Recycling
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Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS) and hazardous wastes, including ewaste.” Table 6
below shows the seizure data from USA and Mexico during a target time period. The report
notes that the shipments from Mexico were actually of US origin.

Figure 15: Monitors intercepted by Hong Kong customs (WCO RILO for Asia and the Pacific,
2007)
Table 6: Seizures of Hazardous Wastes reported by Hong Kong Customs, March 2007 through
October 2007 (WCO RILO for Asia and the Pacific, 2007)

Place of Loading

USA

Number of
Seizures

24

Nature of Hazardous Waste
Used Computer Monitors

225.5

Used Batteries

179.4

Used TV Monitors
Mexico

2

Weight of
Seizures
(short tons)

Used Batteries

4.6
553.2

There are several concerns with using seizure data, as follows:




Definition of legality: The legal status of goods may change rapidly. In Hong Kong, it
was noted that some traders purchase “smuggler’s insurance” to protect themselves
from potential legal changes occurring while their goods are in transit. Also, there is
confusion surrounding some countries that restrict imports for reuse, but allow
some facilities to re-export.
Disincentives to inspect potential illegal flows: Customs agencies at ports may choose
to inspect and open few containers suspected of containing illegal used electronics
because of the negative impact on overall ship traffic and commerce.
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Inconsistent customs protocols: Some countries routinely scan or open every
container, while others inspect a minute fraction of containers and open even fewer.
Data extrapolation would need to be tailored to the country’s practices.
Statistical robustness: At most ports, containers are not randomly sampled to
determine the illegality of the sample containers’ contents; randomized sampling
leads to the most useful statistical inferences. Many factors may lead to the
decision of a customs agency to inspect a specific container during a specific time
period. A useful additional metric for using data like those presented in Table 6
would be the rate of illegal containers that evade such seizures.
Data accessibility: Data is housed within customs and enforcement agencies, and
likely will not be made publically available.

Quantitative Characterizations
Enforcement Data Approach Summary:
Mandatory Reporting:
Methods: Retreiving CRT rule data through FOIA understood.
Data: Reporting is limited to CRTs because other product types do not require reporting. Likely
underestimates actual exports, due to non-reporting or inaccurate reporting.
Seizure Data:
Methods: Seizures occur through a variety of customs and enforcement agency programs. Lack
of standard protocols across agencies or extensive, long-term demonstrations.
Data: Data may not be made public. Concern regarding ability to extrapolate.
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4.1.2.2.1.2 Handler surveys

Used electronics handlers (recyclers and collectors) know about their own import
and export activity, and are often aware of trends in industry-wide transboundary trade.
4.1.2.2.1.2.1 Exporter Surveys
Industry associations have conducted surveys which address the issue of export.
The International Association of Electronics Recyclers released reports with USA survey
results from 2003 and 2006. In 2003, they note that: “The sample population reported that
very little of the output from electronics recycling operations is exported outside the USA
(typically none or less than 10%). However, there were a few electronics recyclers that
exported more than 50% of their output of equipment, parts and materials” (IAER, 2003).
The 2006 report produced the results shown in Figure 16, and noted that “Almost all of the
respondents to the survey exported some portion of their output”(IAER, 2006). As can be
seen, working equipment and materials comprised roughly a third of the exports each, with
parts and non-working equipment comprising roughly the final third. Additional results
from the 2003 survey will be discussed in the upcoming “Financial Motivations” section.

Figure 16: 2006 Used electronics exports from recycler survey by product type (IAER, 2006)

According to a 2010 Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries, Inc. (ISRI) survey
conducted by IDC, “the US geography remains the biggest market for survey respondents'
direct output in both weight and value” (Daoud, 2011). Figure 17 presents information
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about the regional and international product types and destinations based on the survey
results. It should be noted that used electronics traded, sold and/or transferred within the
US may still be exported by a broker.

Figure 17: 2010 Regional and international product type and destination. (Based on data
from Daoud, 2011)

4.1.2.2.1.2.2 Importer Surveys
Researchers conducted thirty-three in depth interviews and sixty-three surveys
with used electronics traders in Dhaka, Bangladesh in 2008 and 2009 as part of a project
seeking to understand in great detail the trade within the regional economy and the
international economy (Lepawsky & Billah, 2011). Figure 18 depicts survey results of the
origin of shipments of used electronics, which demonstrate that the vast majority are from
other Asian countries. Note that it may be difficult for the traders to distinguish between
shipments generated in the country of export versus shipments generated elsewhere and
re-exported through an Asian country. However, perhaps signifiers such as the language
on the items aid in the process.
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Figure 18: Origins of “E-waste” imports to Dhaka, Bangladesh in 2008 and 2009 (Lepawsky &
Billah, 2011)
Quantitative Characterizations
Handler Surveys Approach Summary:
Exporter Surveys:
Methods: Voluntary thus limited response. Distribute through trade associations.
Data: Difficult to verify data. IAER 2003 and 2006 surveys. ISRI 2011 survey not specific.
Importer Surveys:
Methods: In-country researcher directly interviews and surveys recyclers.
Data: Case study on this topic in Bangladesh.
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4.1.2.2.1.3 Trade data

Official trade databases maintain the value, and in some cases quantity or weight, of
goods imported and exported. Concerns about the use of trade data were listed in the
above section on Proxy Trade Data, and are applicable here as well. The Harmonized
Commodity Description and Coding System (HS) maintained by the World Customs
Organization (WCO) categorizes items with harmonized codes to the 6 digit level, with
flexibility given to the countries for an additional four digits. Sometimes import and export
codes differ beyond the 6 digit level (WCO, 2011). It is important to note that at the 6 digit
level, there is no differentiation between new and used electronic items. At the 10 digit
level, the United States does not differentiate, though some countries do, such as
Peru(Kahhat & Williams, 2009). Even with the differentiation, there are definitional
challenges, as well as difficulties in verifying statuses such as working (functional) versus
non-working (non-functional). Updates to the codes occur every 5-6 years, with the next
HS update in 2012.
Publicly accessible databases with Peruvian import information were analyzed by
researchers to assess trends (Kahhat & Williams, 2009). However, due to a 19% valueadded-tax, there may be a black market which evades representation in the database.
These databases, which rely on accurate data entry, record “characteristics of equipment,
entry port, shipment port, condition (new or used; functional or nonfunctional), quantity,
weight, cost insurance and freight price (CIF) for shipments of nonmobile personal
computers(nmPC) and mobile personal computers (mPCs); laptops or notebooks” (Kahhat
& Williams, 2009).
Figure 19 presents the results of the Peruvian analysis by Kahhat and Williams
(2009). New laptops make up the vast majority of laptop (mPCs) imports, while desktop
(nmPCs) imports are roughly split between used and new desktop imports. In terms of
country of origin, the “U.S. was identified as the main source, with shares ranging from 57
to 76%, the remainder largely due to imports from Panama, Norway, Mexico, and Korea”
though further investigation by the authors determined that the Panamanian imports were
routed from the US (Kahhat & Williams, 2009). Also, the reuse versus recycling fate was
determined by comparing the reported cost to the material value, assuming that importing
recyclers would not pay more than the material value for the item, and that higher priced
imports would thus be reused. The authors assert that 87-88% of used computer imports
were destined for reuse (Kahhat & Williams, 2009).
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Figure 19: Importation of used and new nonmobile (nmPCs, or desktops) and mobile
personal computers (mPCS, or laptops) to Peru (Kahhat & Williams, 2009)

A recent assessment of imports into Ghana provides insight into the utility of trade
data. Figure 20 displays the results of computer trade data (HTS code 8471) analysis of
imports into Ghana from 2003 to 2008 (Amoyaw-Osei et al., 2011). It can be seen that the
largest flows originate from the USA and China. The study also analyzed Ghanaian customs
data based on shipping documentation, which was “rarely” cross-checked for accuracy with
inspections.
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Figure 20: Computer imports into Ghana from 2003-2008, based on UN Comtrade data. Red,
yellow, then green indicates largest sources of imports.(Amoyaw-Osei et al., 2011)

An approach developed by MIT MSL may be useful for inferring the portion of
electronics exported from a country that are used. Figure 21 diagrams categories of
electronics, distinguished by their source, imports or domestically manufactured, and
destination, inside the US or outside of the US. This approach, applied here to the US,
assumes that for a given year:




Domestically manufactured electronics [1] are either sold domestically [5] or
exported [6] in the same year
Domestic sales of electronics [2] are equivalent to the imported electronics [4]
and the domestically manufactured electronics shipped domestically [5]
Trade data for domestic electronics exports [3] comprises exported domestically
manufactured electronics [6] and used electronics exports [7]

All of the concerns listed in the Proxy Trade Data section regarding the accuracy of trade
data should be considered with this approach as well. In addition, there may be
inconsistencies in terms of imports not being sold during the year of import, or
domestically manufactured electronics not being exported during the year of manufacture.
Though [7] could be determined easily if [3] and [6] are known, it is useful to ensure that
the other equivalencies hold true as a check on the accuracy of the data. Concordance
between these sources is another issue. Federal government agencies survey of
manufacturers could inform [1], [5] and [6], trade data provides [3] and [4], and
consultants provide [2].
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Figure 21: Approach for inferring used electronics exports from trade and other data
Quantitative Characterizations
Trade Data Approach Summary:
Methods: Easy to download and make comparisons with trade data. Inferring used electronics
exports (as opposed to new electronics exports) from a combination of trade data, sales data,
and manufacturing data is theoretically straight forward, but difficult in practice.
Data: Aggregate trade data is publicly available, no distinction between used vs new. Accuracy
of data is very uncertain. Manufactured data (to infer used vs new exports) has limited
availability.
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4.1.2.2.3 Indirect Methods

4.1.2.2.3.1 Mass balance
The mass balance approach for quantifying exports is based on the conservation of
mass principle. Williams (2005) proposed this concep at the Third Workshop on Material
Cycles and Waste Management in Asia in Tsukuba, Japan. Equation 1 presents the basic
logic of the proposal, which asserts that obsolete computers neither recycled or landfilled
are exported. Note that the distinction between collected for recycling and physically
recycled is important here; items collected for recycling may be exported. Characterizing
Transboundary Flows of Used Electronics Workshop participants voiced concern over the
use of this method, as exported values are very sensitive to inaccurate assumptions of nonexported flows.
1. Exported Computers = Obsolete Computers X (1-%Recycled) – Landfilled Computers
Figure 22 is an attempt by MIT Materials Systems Laboratory (MIT MSL) to
generally diagram the stocks and flows of used electronic equipment, components and
materials. If the quantity of used whole units can be estimated, as well as other potential
destinations besides export, than the quantity exported can be inferred. Following the
form of Equation 1, we have Equation 2 for “As-Is” (not refurbished) used whole units,
Equation 3 for refurbished used whole units, Equation 4 for used components and Equation
5 for used materials. The codes in itatlics correspond to the assigned codes in Figure 22.
The letters in the code refer to the state of the item, S, the activity, A, or the destination, D.
2. Exported “As-Is” Used Whole Units = A4 = S1 – A1 – A2 – A3 – A5 -A6 - A7
3. Exported “Refurbished” Used Whole Units = A12 =S3 – A13 = A5 – A13
4. Exported Used Components = A11 = S2 – A8 – A9 – A10 = A3 -A8 – A9 – A10
5. Exported Used Materials = A16 = S4 – A14 – A15 = A2 + A9 -A14 – A15
Though used components and used materials are derived from used whole units, scrap
components such as factory rejects and scrap materials from domestic manufacturing
facilities are likely to be managed in the same manner as derivatives of used whole units.
These flows are not reflected in Figure 22. Therefore, used components,S2, and their
export, A11, as well as used materials, S4, and their export, A16, are underestimates of the
total scrap components and scrap materials.
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Figure 22: Used Electronics Flowchart (MIT MSL); Rounded rectangles represent the state of the item (S), arrows represent the
activity (A), and boxes represent destinations (D).

A similar exercise was undertaken to determine the flow of used electronics from German
generators to export destined for Nigeria (Espejo, 2010). Figure 23 diagrams the possible
pathways, or tracks, of used electronics and the operators where those pathways may
redirect of switch (hence, switch-track parameter model). With quantities associated with
stocks and flows except for exporters, such a diagram could be used to estimate exports.

Figure 23: Switch-Track Parameter model of Germany’s Formal and Informal Used
Electronics. “Yellow boxes are end-consumers- the source of used electronics. Light yellow boxes
indicate the exits of the flow- treatment and exporters. White boxes are transition boxes, this means
that there is no person in this box. Blue boxes represent the operators in the official sector. Gray
boxes represent the informal sector. Capturing activities are represented by transparent ovals. This
means that informal collectors are intercepting other tracks. Black arrows stand for formal activities
and movement of used electronics. Red arrows represent informal activities and movement of used
electronics.” (Espejo, 2010)

Quantitative Characterizations
Mass Balance Approach Summary:
Methods: Mass balance approach for inferring exports has been developed (diagrams and
corresponding equations).
Data: Requires multiple sources of data, some of which may be difficult to obtain or may be
highly uncertain.

4.2 Qualitative Characterizations
4.2.1 Mechanisms

Mechanisms refer to the ways in which the export of used electronics actually takes
place. Here, we seek to describe which types of businesses are involved in the export, what
kinds of transactions they utilize to facilitate the export, what they are actually exporting,
to where and for what purpose. Figure 24 cartoons the mechanisms involved in used
electronic export, including the source, transactions, and transportation.

Figure 24: Mechanism of how used electronic items get from country A to country B
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4.2.1.1 Business models

A report by Interpol (2009) investigates potential correlations in business model
and export activity, and poses questions for further investigation. First, the report
describes three different business ownership structures related to used electronics export:
1. Small independent businesses engaged in export
2. US-based corporations exporting from its US facilities to its facilities in another
country
3. Foreign-based corporations exporting its US facilities to its facilities in another
country
The report states that there is “no apparent correlation between business
structure/diversification and thevolume of e-waste exported” based on their investigations
(Interpol, 2009). Note that medium and large businesses may also be involved in export to
facilities they do not own.
The questions posed by the report consider:




Whether a business’ size relates to its ability to ensure downstream compliance
Why businesses move CRT glass from US to foreign recycling operations
Whether diversification of industry influences a business’ risk averseness

Qualitative Characterizations
Business Models Summary:
Known: Anecdotes of different business models.
Information Availability: Requires more extensive information from and regarding export
businesses, beginning with the identification of those businesses.
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4.2.1.2 Transactions

4.2.1.2.1.1 Exporter
Anecdotal evidence, investigative reporting, and published sting operations
comprise the publically available knowledge about used electronics export transactions.
Enforcement agencies have additional knowledge of transactions involved in compliance
investigations, but that information has not been made public. Quotes from handlers in a
2008 Businessweek article are revealing in terms of practices in the industry. The vicepresident for marketing of Supreme Asset Management and recovery stated that unlike
‘“some competitors, [they] don't simply buy and drive goods to the dock to be shipped
overseas”’, hinting that this practice is common. Another handler interviewed in the article
“describes himself as a middleman for recyclers who, he says, want to tell their corporate
and municipal clients that they don't export PCs or other potentially hazardous gear: ‘I buy
stuff from other recyclers who then claim that they do not export anything"’ (Elgin & Grow,
2008).
A narrative of a “typical” US computer recycling export operations were put forth by
Basel Action Network and Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition.
Typically a computer recycler will “high-grade” incoming material –
that is skim the most valuable components off of the pile and possibly sell
them in a store or to specialty brokers. The rest of the material may be
broken down and sorted according to the type of waste (e.g. circuit boards,
wires and cables, plastics, CRTs, and non-recyclables) and thrown into large
cardboard boxes (or gaylords). These gaylords are then sold to brokers who
arrange the shipping via container to Asia. In China, the containers arrive at
the port of Nanhai, near Hong Kong in Guangdong Province where it is
reported there are 4 large warehouses. The warehouses subsequently “high
grade” again and sell accordingly in the Chinese market.
Alternatively, an E-waste broker may simply take the material in bulk
and ship it off to Asia as-is with no separation whatsoever. E-waste
brokering is an aggressive and very competitive business, and it is not
difficult to find buyers for all kinds of Ewaste for the Asian market (see a
typical solicitation in Annex V). (Puckett et al., 2002)
The source of this narrative is not stated.
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In terms of facilitating export transactions, the internet is clearly a popular platform.
The US Government Accountability Office (GA0) investigated used electronics export
transactions facilitated via the internet. From February to May 2008, they monitored two
websites (Alibaba.com and recycle.net), and posed as foreign buyers (US GAO, 2008).
Results of the investigation are shown below in Export Destinations section. Certainly
other means are used to facilitate export transactions, but have not been as clearly
documented as of yet.
4.2.1.2.1.2 Importer
Understanding transactions from the importer perspective provides a meaningful
complement to the exporter perspective. Interviews of Bangladeshi used electronics
traders revealed that often businessmen set up operations in Singapore and Bangladesh to
facilitate importation. Singapore was chosen due to its domestic generation of used
electronics as well as position in global trade, and likely also due to its proximity to
Bangladesh (Lepawsky & Billah, 2011). In terms of facilitating export transactions,
Lepawsky and Billah (2011) note that “trade in rubbish electronics lacks the formal
systems of control that standardize the commodity in terms of quality or that adjudicate
disputes in cases of unsatisfactory exchanges. Consequently, Bangladeshi rubbish
electronics importers must attend to their shipments with a great deal of personal
attention”. They also note that sourcing the imports often requires extensive international
travel and networks of trust. Below, Figure 25 presents the used electronics material and
information flows in Bangladesh as well as profit growth along the chain.
Qualitative Characterizations
Transactions Summary:
Exporter:
Known: Anecdotes regarding used electronics exports from the US are available. Aware that
internet trading is one mechanism for connecting exporters and importers.
Information Availability: Businesses engaged in export are unlikely to share export practices.
Importer:
Known: Interviews with Bangladeshi used electronics traders inform import transactions.
Information Availability: Requires in-country interviews.
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Figure 25: Drivers of “E-waste” trade into Bangladesh, green shading indicates growth in profit (Lepawsky & Billah, 2011)

4.2.1.3 Exported Products

Many reports make mention of the variety of used electronics that are exported, but
few discuss the relative frequency of the export of different types of items. For example,
imported used computers, printers, faxes, phones, monitors, keyboards and spent toner
cartridges were found in Guiyu, China (Puckett et al., 2002). Operation Sky Hole Patching,
which tracked hazardous waste seizures for most of 2007, reported intercepting used
computers monitors, used TVs, used batteries, used telephone parts, and used electronic
parts(WCO RILO for Asia and the Pacific, 2007). The 2008 GAO study tracked postings
related to export of computers, LCD monitors and CRT monitors (US GAO, 2008).
Qualitative Characterizations
Exported Products Summary:
Known: Knowledge of which products are often exported, but relative frequency not known.
Information Availability: Quantitative characterizations will inform the relative frequencies, as
well as better understanding of financial motivations.

4.2.1.4 Export Destinations

The destinations of used electronics items can be inferred from the locations of
foreign processing facilities, inferred from the source of demand, or determined
empirically. The US has neither large scale copper and precious metal smelters nor CRT
glass furnaces. Many items collected with high concentrations of those materials may be
destined for foreign facilities. Demand for used electronics is obviously higher in countries
where consumers have lower purchasing power and cannot afford new electronics. These
same developing countries have low labor rates; the demand for non-functional used
electronics exists because manual labor can be profitably exploited.
Existing empirical studies on destinations of used electronics paint a picture, but are
not comprehensive. In the Trade Data section, Figure 14 demonstrated the international
flows of spent batteries based on UN Comtrade data. During a 3 month period in 2008, the
US GAO observed 230 requests for a total of 7.5 million CRTs; 60% of the requests were
from developing countries. Figure 26 maps the intensity of the requests during that period,
demonstrating high demand in Asia and some demand in Africa; dark grey is most intense.

Figure 26: Developing Countries Requesting CRTs on Internet E-commerce Web Sites,
February 2008 to May 2008(US GAO, 2008)
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Observation of the routes and destinations of used electronic items is possible with
the use of electronic tracking devices. The TrashTrack project of the SENSEable City Lab at
MIT has developed procedures for adhering electronic tracking devices, or “tags” as shown
in Figure 27, onto used electronics which wirelessly report back to the Lab’s server (MIT
SENSEable City Lab, 2011b). The SENSEable City Lab has developed tags based on cellular
phone triangulation technology (CellID triangulation), tags incorporating GPS and CDMA
cell-tower trilateration technology, and tags specifically designed for extended battery life.
Figure 28 demonstrates the results of tracking used items deployed in Seattle in 2009.

Figure 27: Example of tag adhered to used items for tracking (MIT SENSEable City Lab,
2011b)

Figure 28: Visualizations of used items in transit from Seattle, electronics in orange (MIT
SENSEable City Lab, 2011b)
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In a related project, Backtalk, the SENSEable City Lab at MIT collaborated with used
electronics exporters to trackrefurbished netbook computers being donated to volunteer
recipients in developing countries for reuse. As show in Figure 29, stickers were attached
to these computers with explanatory messages written in thelanguage of the destination
country and a QR code in case of loss. The Prey project, open-source software to track
stolen electronics, was adapted for geolocation purposes. The project also used the
netbook’s camera to periodically capture images of the life of the user(MIT SENSEable City
Lab, 2011a).

Figure 29: Donated netbook computers with explanatory stickers and code (MIT SENSEable
City Lab, 2011a)
Qualitative Characterizations
Export Destinations Summary:
Known: Knowledge of which countries are often exported to, but relative frequency and end use
not known.
Information Availability: Quantitative characterizations including electronic tracking can
inform the relative frequencies. Large-scale electronic tracking would be costly.
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4.2.2 Motivations

A variety of considerations may influence decision makers in organizations that
generate or process used electronics to engage or restrict export. In this section, we
consider financial motivations, restrictions to export, and non-financial motivations.
Espejo (2010) assessed the driving forces of the export of used electronics from Germany
to Nigeria. Table 7 presents the results of the research, displaying the relative influence of
different consideration on different operators in the system.
Table 7: Influence of Different Considerations on German Operator’s Used Electronics
Export Decision (Based on data from Espejo, 2010)
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-important
effect
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?
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4.2.2.1 Financial Motivations

4.2.2.1.1 Externalization of Risk
Gibbs et al. (2010) describe the negative environmental and health impacts which
can occur with improper used electronics processing, and categorize these impacts as risks
which are externalized from the generator and handler of the used electronics and
assumed by the foreign country upon export. They argue that “trade in E-waste is fueled
by…lure and lack of oversight”, and compare these motivators to those that drove risky
cross-border financial transactions contributing to the recent global financial crisis.
Factors contributing to lure are reported to include:






a strong foreign demand for raw materials [and equipment and components],
cheap export transportation due to US trade imbalance,
ease of dumping items “free from notice and from state intervention. Parties
predisposed or easily tempted can do so with ease”,
the ability for middle men in foreign countries to extract profit from the labor of
people willing to process “e-waste” with few worker protections, and
exporter profit (estimated 2006 “net gain of $35 per computer” exported versus
domestically recycled).

The combination of these forms of lure as well as “the absence of self-restraint and
credible oversight” create the motivations for trade (Gibbs, McGarrell, & Axelrod, 2010).
Trade restrictions will be discussed in the next section.
4.2.2.1.2 Externalization of Value
Another view of externalization promoted by the World Reuse, Repair, and
Recycling Association (WR3A) suggests that through export, value is externalized. This
perspective recognizes that repair and refurbishment jobs are created in developing
countries through export of used electronics, as well as increased accessibility of electronic
equipment for low-income people in developing countries which can facilitate economic
development. WR3A promotes “Fair Trade” used electronics export based on this model
(Ingenthron, 2011). The study of recycling networks in Bangladesh similarly sought to
“document how the transformation of materials designated as ‘e-waste’ into sources of
value actually happens”, referring to value creation as “additional increments of surplus
labour time being added to rubbish electronics” (Lepawsky & Billah, 2011).
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4.2.2.1.3 Handler Profit
Businesses must consider the impact of any activity on their financial bottom line.
Handlers (collectors and recyclers) have several processing options for used electronics.
Collectors can either directly export collected items, or deliver them to a recycler; some
businesses are both collectors and recyclers. Recyclers often sort different products for
different types of processing, depending on factors such as age, functionality, and quality.
Figure 22 above depicted a variety of processing options. Once sorted, the items may be
directly shredded (typically with very hazardous or high value reusable components, like
batteries and LCD screens, removed), disassembled to the component level, exported
whole, resold whole, or speculatively accumulated to wait for improved market conditions.
Figure 30 below demonstrates that some processing options will lead to net revenue
for a handler, while others lead to a net cost. Depending on the revenue and cost drivers
for a particular processing option, the attractiveness will change. If the net revenue from
export is larger than from other processing options, it clearly will be the most attractive
option financially. A recycler in Seattle was quoted as saying: “I think it’s about the money.
When you move material offshore, you get paid twice for doing very little work. You get
paid on the front side for taking somebody’s material and you get paid on the backside for
getting rid of it to Asia, and you don’t do a whole lot of work for it, so it’s all about the
money”(Puckett et al., 2002).
The EOL Fee in Figure 30refers to the fee charged by the handler to the generator of
the used electronics, whether residential, commercial or institutional. Considering that
costs for proper recycling can sometimes be high, two recyclers interviewed by Michigan
State University for the Interpol (2009) report suggest that the absence of an EOL Fee is an
indicator of export risk. This notion suggests that businesses that either do not charge an
EOL Fee, or pay for used electronics, would not be able to make a profit by processing the
items domestically and therefore must export. This may not be the case if the items
collected are able to generate sufficient revenue through state program fees or through
high value sales of reuse, components or materials to offset the costs.

Figure 30: Revenue and Cost Drivers for Used Electronics Processing Options

A 2003 IAER report summarizes concisely the financial considerations facing many
recyclers at that time (emphasis added):
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Although there are revenue sources from the recovery of materials, they
were not sufficient to cover the program costs of labor and collection. In
particular, equipment and parts that can be salvaged or repaired for resale
has substantially more value than scrap materials. In some programs, as
much as 30% of the units collected were "diverted" to repair, resale, or
export. Computer equipment, in particular, was often sold to export
markets that offered higher prices than domestic recyclers for parts
and materials reuse and recovery. TVs however, usually comprised a large
portion of the volume of residential collections (by weight) and were the
most costly to recycle due to the handling and processing costs of the CRTs
and the relatively low value of the scrap materials. The gross revenue from
the recovery of scrap materials ranged from1-12¢/lb., but usually resulted in
a net loss when taken together with the recycling costs of transportation,
packaging and labor. Computer equipment (non-CRT) however, could yield
net positive revenue from recycling. The precious metal content of printed
circuit boards can have significant influence on the net revenue achieved.
Because of the typical age, condition and mix of electronics collected from
residential programs, the costs involved are higher and the recycling
revenues achieved are lower than commercial electronics recycling.
However, as these programs have grown and matured, their costs have been
decreasing” (IAER, 2003).
These comments articulate the factors leading to processing decisions, and points to the
importance of market forces.
4.2.2.1.4 Institutional Economic Benefit
Babbitt et al. (2011) demonstrated that some higher education institutions manage
some of their used electronics through public auction; not all used electronics are managed
by handler firms. Figure 31 shows the percentage of 20 higher education institutions
surveyed that used various management practices.

Figure 31: Used Electronics Management Practices at Surveyed Institutions (Babbitt,
Williams, & Kahhat, 2011)
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Figure 32 shows the range of sale prices for used electronics sold to different
entities by Arizona State University in 2008. Exported computers were working units
resold to Mexico. As can be seen, reuse sale prices were considerably higher than scrap
and recycling prices. Figure 33 displays the proportions of used electronics sold to
different entities. A greater proportion of desktops were sold to recyclers and scrap metal
dealers than laptops; a greater proportion of laptops were destined for individual reuse
than desktops.

Figure 32: Desktop (A) and laptop (B) computer sale price range by type of purchasing entity
at Arizona State University in 2008 (Babbitt et al., 2011)
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Figure 33: Share of each buying entity toward total purchases of EOL desktop (A) and laptop
(B) computers at Arizona State University in 2008 (Babbitt et al., 2011)

4.2.2.1.5 State Data
25 states currently have laws regarding the collection and recycling of used
electronics (NCER, 2011). Many of these programs make information about rates paid to
participating collectors and recyclers readily available. It may be useful to understand if
these state program fees are sufficient to cover costs, or if collectors and recyclers are likely
to seek out additional sources of revenue, such as export, to make a profit. It is important
to note that for some items, such as CRTs and circuit boards, there are few types of
domestic processing options, so export is one of few options.
In California, CalRecycle requires annual Net Cost Reporting to be undertaken by all
recyclers and collectors seeking reimbursement through their Advanced Recycling Fee
program. Due to the nature of self-reporting, the accuracy of the data is uncertain.
CalRecycle is tasked with setting reimbursement rates that “cover the average net cost for a
collector to collect, consolidate, and transport, and for a recycler to receive, process, and
recycle, covered electronic wastes.” A detailed analysis of the 2009 net cost reports
demonstrates that many of the collectors and recyclers were not satisfactorily
compensated by the program payments. Figure 34, which categorizes businesses by the
annual weight of “covered electronic waste” processed (CalRecycle, 2010). These types of
data can be compared to potential export revenue and costs to establish whether legal, or
even illegal, export would be more profitable.
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Figure 34: Percentage of CA Collectors or Recyclers whose 2009 Net Cost exceeded the
Program Payment, Categorized by Annual Volume (Based on data from CalRecycle, 2010)

Note that in making comparisons between states, it is important to consider the
impact of administration costs on overall costs, as well as the product types covered by the
program, and the types of used electronics generators (such as residential, small business,
schools, and/or institutions) which will vary between states.

Qualitative Characterizations
Financial Motivations Summary:
Known: Financial motivations categorized into externalization of risk, externalization of value,
and handler profit. Domestic finances for processing used electronics are fairly well understood.
Export finances are less understood, case study of exports for resale from universiety.
Information Availability: Exporter finances are difficult to determine directly because
exporters may risk loss of competitiveness by revealing them publicly. Inferences are possible.
Perhaps more case studies from universities are possible.
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4.2.2.2 Restrictions

4.2.2.2.1 Federal Legal Restrictions
Gibbs et al. (2010) suggest that “disposing of E-waste is made easy by weak
oversight…non-credible domestic and transnational oversight is criminogenic.” The
US EPA (2011) describes the extent of the United States’ obligation to comply with
the Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous
Wastes and their Disposal:
To date, the United States has signed the Basel Convention, but has yet
to ratify the Convention. In order for the United States to become a Basel
party, it must ratify the Convention and have sufficient authority to
implement Basel's terms. For this reason, the United States cannot
participate in waste transfers with Basel Parties without a separate and
equivalent bilateral or multilateral agreement.
[…] the United States has entered into several bilateral agreements
and one multilateral agreement. The United States currently maintains a
multilateral agreement with the members of the OECD governing
transboundary movements of waste for recovery purposes. In addition, the
United States has established two bilateral agreements, with Canada and
Mexico, for importing and exporting hazardous waste. Finally, Costa Rica,
Malaysia and the Philippines have entered into separate agreements with the
United States. Under these three agreements, the United States may received
waste from Costa Rica, Malaysia, and the Philippines but may not export
waste to these countries. (US EPA, 2011)
Interpol (2009) notes that:
“The United States does have bilateral waste regulation agreements with
Canada and Mexico (both OECD members), dating back to 1986. These
agreements appear to have been signed so that Mexico and Canada could
continue to trade waste with the US even though it has not ratified Basel.
Both agreements define hazardous waste only as those wastes that are
defined as hazardous under domestic laws, thereby limiting the scope of
these provisions for e-waste. (Interpol, 2009)
The status of having signed but not ratified the Convention creates an ambiguous
enforcement atmosphere surrounding used electronics export.
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The US Federal Government and some states have enacted legislation regulating
some export of used electronics. Under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA), CRT export is given special status due to the lead content in the devices. “The
conditions include a requirement that exporters of used CRTs for recycling notify EPA of an
intended export before the shipments are scheduled to leave the United States and obtain
consent from the importing country. In contrast, exporters of used, intact CRTs for reuse
(as opposed to recycling) may submit a one-time notification to EPA and are not required
to obtain consent from the importing country” (US Goverment Accountability Office, 2010).
Though the GAO initially found that these regulations were easily circumvented, they noted
that fines of tens of thousands of dollars per day were sought on several occasions for noncompliance. A piece of legislation proposed in the US House of Representatives and US
Senate first in the 2010 legislative session and again in the 2011 legislative session, the
Responsible Electronics Recycling Act, would severely restrict the export of almost all types
of used electronics, including whole units, components and materials (Green, 2011).
4.2.2.2.2 State Legal Restrictions
Some of the 25 states with used electronics recycling laws include export provisions
within their legislation. California, for example, will not reimburse any “covered electronic
waste” collected for export, and has its own set of notification requirements pertaining to
export, which require demonstration of use upon import. Excerpts of states with such laws
are found in Appendix C. Interestingly, the Governor of the state of Washington vetoed
Section 26 of Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill 6428 which would have regulated export
due to legal advice that “the State of Washington does not have the necessary authority to
prohibit the export of electronic waste”(State of Washington, 2006).
Table 8 categorizes the extent of used electronics export requirements explicitly
written into used electronics recycling laws; the table is organized from less stringent to
more stringent. The table was compiled by searching or reading the legislation of all 25
states for related keywords. Therefore, there may be implicit export restrictions that were
not observed.
Table 8: Extend of Explicit Used Electronics Export Restrictions in State Legislation

Extent of Used Electronics Export Restrictions

States

Require handlers to comply with existing rules and
regulations related to export of used electronics.
Include language similar to: used electronics “shall not
be exported for disposal in a manner that poses a
significant risk to the public health or to the
environment.”
Require detailed documentaion of contractual export
transactions to be created and maintained.
Require submittal of detailed documentation of export
transactions, as well as demonstration of proper
management in importing country.

Rhode Island,
Wisconsin
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Connecticut,
New Jersey,
Pennsylvania
Illinois
California

4.2.2.2.3 Contracts
Contract law also plays a role in restricting exports. Most of the states with used
electronics recycling laws follow an Extended Producer Responsibility model, and some
producers have voluntarily imposed export restrictions. In 2009, Dell created a policy that
it “does not permit electronic waste to be exported from developed … to developing (nonOECD/EU) countries, either directly or through intermediaries ” and that “Any e-waste
collected or accumulated through our disposal chain must be tracked and documented,
through final disposition, to ensure that it is properly recycled” (Dell, 2009). Similarly, HP
clarified in 2010 that it bans “exports of nonworking electronics to developing countries”
and that “All exports and imports of electronic waste handled by HP and its authorized
vendors will comply with existing international waste trade agreements and legal
requirements” (HP, 2010). Similarly, many large generators of used electronics have made
public commitments to recycling practices that exclude export, such as
4.2.2.2.3.1 Voluntary Export Standards (in alphabetical order)
The following certification programs and associations require certified or vetted
members to adhere to sets of export standards. As the programs and associations are not
government mandated, adherence to the standards is determined by auditing.






E-Stewards:
o “Strict control of exportation of hazardous electronic wastes, in
conformance with the Amendment to the Basel Convention and other
existing laws. Exporting of hazardous e-waste from developed to
developing countries is not permitted” (Basel Action Network, 2010)
Responsible Recycling (R2)
o Export R2 Focus Materials only to foreign countries that accept them.
o “An R2 electronics recycler shall manage – both on site and in the
selection of downstream vendors – the R2 Focus Materials that pass
through its facility or control in a manner protective of worker health and
safety, public health, and the environment; and shall perform due
diligence on downstream vendors to which it ships these materials. (R2
Solutions, 2008)
World Reuse, Recycling, Repair Association (WR3A)
o Exporters agree to use best available practices to ensure that only quality
products are exported for reuse and recycling. Enforced by civil law.
(WR3A, 2009a)

Qualitative Characterizations
Restrictions Summary:
Known: The legal restrictions for export, as well as voluntary export standards, are well
understood.
Information Availability: Information on export restrictions is readily available in public
documents.
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4.2.2.3 Non-Financial Motivations

The non-financial motivations discussed below pertain to commercial and
institutional decisions to engage in used electronics export or not, both from the generator
and handler perspectives. While many residential consumers are also concerned about the
final destination of their used electronics, their ability to control that destination is limited
because the collection often occurs through larger commercial or institutional programs.
Two competing motivators for generators and handlers will be discussed. Popular
concern about the potential public health problems and environmental degradation
associated with improper management of exported used electronics motivates most export
restrictions. Additional concerns motivating export restriction include that upstream
product design innovation for more environmentally benign products will not be catalyzed
if inexpensive options exist to manage obsolete electronics, such as export (Puckett et al.,
2002). Simultaneously, interest in promoting economic development in developing
countries through inexpensive used information technology (IT) equipment (bridging the
digital divide) as well as maintaining jobs in the used electronics reuse and recycling
sectors motivates export of functional or repairable used electronics. The following
sections demonstrate these perspectives anecdotally.
4.2.2.3.1 Prevention of Public Health Problems and Environmental Degradation
In an interview, a commercial US used electronics generator described how their
firm transitioned from landfilling used electronics, to sending them to prison facility for
recycling, and finally to contracting a cost-effective professional company with certified
data destruction practices. Each shift in practice was motivated by new information gained
regarding the prior practice’s potential to cause health and environmental harm(Interpol,
2009). Generators like the interviewee may be motivated to contractually prohibit export
not only based on personal ethics, but also to protect their reputation. For example,
following a quotation of an MIT facilities manager regarding the presumably sound
business practices of its current contracted used electronics recycling company in a
magazine article investigating used electronics exports (Elgin & Grow, 2008), MIT cut its
contract with that company and included explicit export restrictions in its new contract.
Risk of losing future contracts through a damaged public reputation may outweigh
the financial advantages provided by export for some handlers. The non-governmental
organization Basel Action Network (BAN), which promotes the harm-prevention
perspective, has created the e-Stewards program to certify recyclers who will not export
their used electronics with limited exceptions, as discussed in the Restrictions section.
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Recently, a US used electronics handler was denied certification in the e-Stewards program
due to an investigation of its practices and received considerable unfavorable media
reports (Leineweber, 2011).
4.2.2.3.2 Promoting Economic Development
The Electronics Recycling Export Policy adopted by the Board of Directors of the
Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries, Inc. (ISRI) promotes the economic development
potential of environmentally sound export of materials from used electronics:
ISRI supports increasing the sustainable benefits of responsibly recycling
electronics in compliance with domestic and international legal
requirements. A vital component of sustainable recycling is ensuring the free
and fair trade of specification grade commodities into the global marketplace.
These commodities provide raw material substitutes that are needed to develop
economies around the world. ISRI also recognizes the inherent risks of
exporting electronic equipment and components to countries and facilities
that lack the expertise and technical capacity to process such shipments in a
manner that is protective of worker safety, public health, and the
environment. As such, ISRI strongly condemns “sham” recycling and illegal
exports to countries and facilities that lack such expertise. (Emphasis
added)(ISRI Board of Directors, 2010)
Similarly, the World Reuse, Repair and Recycling Association (WR3A) supports
partnerships between USA suppliers and technicians in developing countries
(“Geeks of Color”).
WR3A supports legitimate reuse, repair and recycling businesses overseas by
with purchase orders from USA suppliers who maintain a higher standard of
quality. Exporters who mix unrepairable and toxic junk into loads are
abusing the environment. But companies who pledge not to export at all
widen the digital divide, and sacrifice sustainable employment. WR3A
opposes "boycotts" of the export market, "zero tolerance" or "no intact unit"
programs. We actively partner with Geeks of Color.(WR3A, 2009b)
Some non-profit organizations seek computer donations for export to bridge
the digital divide. For example, Massachusetts-based World Computer Exchange
requests donations of working Pentium 4 and Mac G4 computers to send to partner
organizations in developing countries (WCE, 2010). For generators, equipment
donation can be a very cost effective disposition method.
Qualitative Characterizations
Non-Financial Motivations Summary:
Known: Non-financial motivations, prevention of public health problems and promotion of
economic develop, are fairly obvious and generally understood.
Information Availability: Non-financial motivations are discussed openly in the media and
through public statements.
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4.3 Summary of Existing Characterizations and Data Gaps
Overall, the methodologies for known approaches for characterizing used
electronics exports are understood, but considerable data gaps exist which prevent their
execution. Figure 35 summarizes the extent that methods are understood and data are
available for various quantitative approaches. Similarly Figure 30 summarizes the extent
that information for subtopics of qualitative characterizations is currently known and
additional information is available. For each figure, a color coding scheme is used to
represent the extent of existing characterizations and ease of expanding characterizations.
Red indicates limited existing characterization and difficulty regarding expansion while
green indicates at least some existing characterization and ease of expansion.
It is interesting to note that while none of the approaches is classified as red (i.e.,
nothing is known about the approach), few are categorized as green (i.e., the approach is
well understood and information about it is readily available). Thus, although we have
some knowledge about these approaches and the data used in them, much more research is
needed in order to use the approaches to improve qualitative and quantitative
understanding of transboundary flows.
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Quantitative Characterizations

Explicit:
Data about Used Electronics
Implicit:
Data from
Related
Systems
Direct

Proxy Trade
Data

Enforcement
Data

Handler
Surveys

Trade
Data

Mass
Balance

Methods:
Have been
demonstrated
with spent
batteries.

Methods:
Old CRT
reports and
seizure
events
analyzed.

Methods:
Surveys have
limited
response and
accuracy.

Data:
Aggregate
trade data is
publicly
available, no
distinction
between
used vs new.
Manufacture
data to infer
used vs new
exports is
limited.

Method:
Has been
developed.

Data: Aggregate
trade data is
publicly available

Legend

Indirect

Methodology Not
Well Understood

Data: Data
exists for few
products.
Reports often
confidential.

Data: 2003
IAER and 2006
ISRI surveys
and some
import country
surveys
analyzed.

Methodology
Understood,
Data Not Readily
Available

Methodology
Understood,
Data Somewhat
Available

Figure 35: Summary of Existing Quantitative Characterizations.

Data:
Requires
multiple
sources of
data, some of
which are not
readily
available.

Methodology
Understood,
Data Publicly
Available

Color outline indicates the state of existing characterization and ease of expanding characterization.
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Qualitative Characterizations

Mechanisms

Business
Models

Transactions

Exported
Products

Export
Destinations

Financial
Motivations

Restrictions

Non-financial
Motivations

Known:
Anecdotal
information.

Known:
Data on
internet
trading
available.
Anecdotal
exporter
information.
Bangladeshi
importer
study.

Known:
Knowledge of
which
products are
often
exported,
but relative
frequency not
known.

Known:
Knowledge of
which
countries are
often
exported to,
but relative
frequency
and end use
not known.

Known:
Domestic
processing
finances
understood;
finances
involving
export less
understood.

Known:
Legal
restrictions
and export
standards
well
understood.

Known:
Non-financial
motivations
are fairly
obvious and
generally
understood.

Information
Availability:
Quantitative
characterizations will
inform this
category.

Information
Availability:
Exporters risk
loss of
competitive
edge by
revealing
finances.

Information
Availability:
Information
readily
available in
public
documents.

Information
Availability:
These
motivations
are discussed
openly in the
media and
public
statements

Information
Availability:
Requires
more
extensive
information
from and
regarding
export
businesses,
beginning
with the
identification
of those
businesses.

Legend

Motivations

Information
Availability:
Businesses
unlikely to
willingly
share export
practices.

Category Not
Characterized

Information
Availability:
Quantitative
characterizations will
inform this
category.

Category Partially
Characterized,
Information Not
Readily Available

Category Partially
Characterized,
Information
Somewhat
Available

Category Well
Characterized,
Information
Readily Available

Figure 36: Summary of Existing Qualitative Characterizations.
Color outline indicates the state of existing characterization and ease of expanding characterization.
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5 Workshop Breakout Group Outcomes
Following group discussions regarding existing quantitative and qualitative
characterization methods, the workshop participants divided into breakout groups in order
to brainstorm and strategize future methods of expanding the characterizations. Following
reports to the larger group, each participant voted for his/her top three preferred
characterization methods.
Workshop participants chose to participate in one of three breakout groups. Each
breakout group prepared a list of proposed characterization methods, which are presented
and briefly described below.
1. Qualitative Characterizations






Qualitative Case Studies: Undertake additional case studies to describe export
pathways by the item, source, and destination in order to understand the
financial incentive structure as well as the supply chain. Such studies may aid in
estimating export frequencies. Includes encouraging exporters to voluntarily
share past data, which will not damage competitiveness.
Person in the Port: Collaborate with customs officials in importing countries and
have a researcher in the import country identifying and characterizing
shipments, again in order to better understand financial incentive structures and
the supply chain.
Electronic Tracking: Affix electronic tracking devices, such as GPS or RFID tags,
to used electronics and track their journey. Options for the project include
randomly selecting used electronics, engaging an entity such as the federal
government to track its own equipment, or both.

2. Quantitative Characterizations: Mandatory Reporting, Tracking, and Enforcement








Updated Trade Data: Update HS codes to distinguish between used electronics
and new electronics in order to give exporters a clear option to label exports
responsibly. Perhaps in the future supplemented by container audits.
Bill of Lading (BOL) Data: Review export documentation for “exporter-of-record”
and consider data directly from freight forwarders.
Internet Transactions: Continue to monitor online trading platforms, and either
ask handlers to provide researchers with solicitations for export, or pose as
recyclers with material available.
CRT Rule Data: Analyze updated information through information requests for
US CRT export notifications.
State-Level Data: Some states offer incentives for data reporting, and handlers
often want to be listed by the state for legitimacy.
Voluntary Export Standards Data: Ask members of these programs to provide
information about export solicitations etc.
Collaboration with International Agencies/ Importing Countries: Expand
connections with agencies such as Interpol, or foreign governmental agencies.
Importing countries share data they have collected.
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3. Quantitative Characterizations: Voluntary Reporting
This group noted that no single method is reliable, and that results from different
methods should be compared and contrasted.








Electronic Tracking: As described above. Potential concerns about privacy
issues, but benefit of nonbiased data.
Surveillance Data from Inspections: Engage in photography of shipments and onsite observation.
State-Level Data: As described above.
Handler Surveys: Require large sample size for reliability. Concerns about
honesty in voluntary reporting. Can also conduct additional analysis on existing
surveys, such as the ISRI survey.
Person in the Port: As described above.
Bill of Lading (BOL) Data: This documentation provides more detailed
information about shipments as compared to aggregated trade data. May be
difficult to obtain. Includes AES, electronic database of export information.
Collaboration with International Agencies/ Importing Countries: As described
above.
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5.1 Results of Participant Voting Exercise
Participants were allowed to select up to three of the above approaches as their
preferred methods worthy of pursuing in the future. The results of the voting exercise are
shown in Figure, but it is important to note that this was a highly informal exercise
intended only to gage interest. There was no verification of votes and some participants did
not vote at all. Thus, the outcomes should be seen as approximate. Furthermore, the votes
do not guarantee that a particular approach will be pursued as feasibility and other criteria
will factor in to future characterization efforts.
In spite of these caveats, it is interesting to note that there was strong interest in
electronic tracking efforts and qualitative case studies, whereas there was a lower level of
interest in mining or modifying existing sources of data.

Figure 37: Results of Participant Voting Exercise for Most Favored Participant-Proposed
Characterization Approach
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6 Additional Approaches
In addition to the published, existing approaches and the proposed approaches
generated from the workshop, MIT proposes additional approaches, described below.








Collaboration with OEMs: Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) could
provide data related to extended producer responsibility (EPR) programs
and/or management and monitoring of downstream vendors.
Expand Monitoring of Internet Trading Platforms: Following the methods used by
US GAO, expand monitoring of requests for used electronics imports to cover
more internet trading platforms and all priority items.
Mobile Survey of Recyclers in Developing Countries: Taking advantage of the
reality that mobile phones have deeply penetrated developing countries, it may
be possible to survey recyclers and used electronics workers in developing
countries via mobile phone. Mobile phone survey technology has been
developed by several companies and non-profits which could be applied.
Incentives could be offered to garner participation, potentially in cooperation
with associations of used electronics workers. Controlled studies could test
veracity of survey results. Once a survey system is established, respondents
could easily participate in future surveys. A side benefit to this approach is that
useful information could be distributed through the same communication
channels.
Bayesian Truth Serum within Handler Surveys: The Bayesian Truth Serum is an
algorithm which assigns higher scores to experts’ knowledge than to novices, as
demonstrated by their relative “knowledge of knowledge”. It is advantageous in
“Cassandra” scenarios where the correct answer is unknown to the surveyors
and the majority gives an incorrect answer which would suppress the minority
correct answer (Weiss, 2009).
Material Flow Monitoring: An independent entity could manage a system
wherein used electronics would be tracked from generators to recyclers and to
downstream buyers and processors and any of their downstream buyers and
processors. Captured information could include material descriptions,
quantities and weights and verify receipt by all participants in the electronics
recovery supply chain.
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7 Summary of Approaches
Figure 38 and Figure 39 below expand on the summaries of existing
characterizations presented in Figure 35 and Figure 30 in prior sections for quantitative
and qualitative characterizations, respectively. The proposed approaches generated from
the Workshop Breakout Groups, and ranked by popularity in Figure 37, as well as
additional approaches generated after the workshop, are added below the relevant
characterization subtopics. The number next the proposed approach refers to its
popularity rank, while “AP” identifies an additional approach.
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Quantitative Characterizations

Explicit:
Data about Used Electronics

Implicit:
Data from
Related
Systems

Direct

Proxy Trade
Data

Enforcement
Data

Handler
Surveys

Trade
Data

Mass Balance

Methods:
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demonstrated with
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Methods:
Old CRT
reports and
seizure events
analyzed.
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Surveys have
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response and
accuracy.

Method:
Has been
developed.
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Data: IAER and
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import country
surveys
analyzed.
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Aggregate
trade data is
publicly
available, no
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used vs new.
Manufacture
data to infer
used vs new
exports is
limited.

Other
Approaches
7. State-Level
data,
8. Newer CRT
Rule Data
AP: Material
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Other
Approaches
5.More handler
surveys,
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Truth Serum,
AP: Mobile
Surveys

Data: Aggregate
trade data is
publicly available

Legend

Indirect

Methodology Not
Well Understood

Methodology
Understood,
Data Not Readily
Available

Data:
Requires
multiple
sources of
data, some of
which are not
readily
available.

Other
Approaches
4. Bill of
Lading Data,
9. Update
trade code ,
AP: Internet
Trading

Methodology
Understood,
Data Somewhat
Available

Methodology
Understood,
Data Publicly
Available

Figure 38: Summary of Existing Quantitative Characterizations and Other Approaches.
Color outline indicates the state of existing characterization and ease of expanding characterization.
Proposed approaches (numerically ranked) and additional approaches [APs] listed in “Other
Approaches” box below subtopics where potentially useful for expanding characterizations.
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more
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export
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beginning
with the
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of those
businesses.
Other
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Case Studies,
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6. Surveil.,
7. State-Level
Data,
8. CRT Rule
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AP: Bayesian
Truth Serum

Legend
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Businesses
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willingly
share export
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Other
Approaches
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5. Handler
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Information
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Other
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Other
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Figure 39: Summary of Existing Qualitative Characterizations and Other Approaches.
Color outline indicates the state of existing characterization and ease of expanding characterization.
Proposed approaches (numerically ranked) and additional approaches [APs] listed in “Other
Approaches” box below subtopics where potentially useful for expanding characterizations.
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8 Assessment of Approaches
Numerous approaches to characterizing used electronics transboundary flows were
discussed during the workshop. The tables below summarize the approaches discussed
with authors’ subjective judgment added regarding their potential impact on
characterization efforts and relative feasibility for future studies. Certainly no single
approach will be sufficient to comprehensively characterize flows of used electronics;
several approaches should be undertaken simultaneously.
While Figure 38 above summarizes the methodology and data available for
quantitative characterizations and Figure 39 above summarizes the extent a qualitative
category was characterized and information is available, Table 9 below summarizes the
relevance and feasibility of all of the approaches discussed in this report. An approach is
considered to be relevant for quantitative characterizations if its results can be
extrapolated to represent all used electronics exports of a specific type. An approach is
considered to be relevant for qualitative characterizations if its results expand the
understanding of either the mechanisms or motivation addressed by that category.
Note that four of the categories of qualitative approaches were not included in
Table 9. The categories Exported Products and Export Destinations were not included
because all of the approaches were considered to be relevant for these categories. Based
on the results of the analysis displayed in Figure 39 above, the categories Restrictions and
Non-Financial Motivations were not included because they have already been sufficiently
characterized and should not be prioritized in near-term studies.
To estimate the level of effort required for researchers to execute an approach (low
to significant), and the quality of information obtained from the results (low to high), four
criteria were briefly evaluated: Uncertainty, Representativeness, Availability and Cost.





Uncertainty refers to the reliability in the data being collected, and takes into
account any sources of error or estimation,
Representativeness refers to the ability of sample data gathered to represent the
range of used electronics exports,
Availability refers to the existence of data and accessibility of the data, and
Cost refers to the financial cost to accomplish the research or political cost for
diplomatic collaboration.

Table 10 summarizes these criteria for previously established approaches, Table 11
summarizes them for newly proposed approaches, and Table 12 summarizes them for
additional approaches. Finally, Table 13 provides a matrix comparing the level of effort
required and quality of information for all of the approaches. Note that the level of effort
required overall for an approach may be greater than what is required of researchers due
to collaboration; this analysis is from the perspective of researchers.
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Table 9: Summary of Approaches: Relevance, Effort Required, and Information Quality
All approaches are relevant to Exported Products and Export Destinations. Restrictions and Non-financial Motivations are understood.

Approach
Status

Previously
Established
Approaches

Newly
Proposed
Approaches

Additional
Approaches

Approach

Quantitative
Business
Models

Proxy Trade Data
Enforcement Data:
Reporting & Seizure
Handler Surveys
Trade Data
Mass Balance
Electronic Tracking
Qualitative Case
Studies
Person in the Port
Bill of Lading Data
State-Level Data
Updated Trade Data
Surveillance from
inspections
Voluntary Exports
Standards Data
Collab. with Int’l
Agencies
Collab. with OEMs
Expand Monitoring
of Internet Trading
Mobile Survey of
Recyclers
Bayesian Truth
Serum Surveys
Material Flow
Monitoring

Qualitative
Transactions

Effort
Required

Information
Quality
Low

√

Low
Low &
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Moderate
Significant

√

Moderate

Medium-High

√
√

Significant
Moderate
Low
Moderate

High
Medium
Medium
Medium

Significant

Medium-High

Moderate

Medium-High

(Unknown)

(Unknown)

Moderate

Medium-High

Low

Medium

Significant

Medium-High

Moderate

Medium-High

Significant

High

Financial
Motivations

√
√
√
√
√

√

√

√

√
√
√

√

√

√

√
√

√
√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√
√
√

√

√
√

√

Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
High

Table 10: Summary of Previously Established Approaches: Pros, Cons, Effort, and Quality
Approach

Criteria

Pro

Uncertainty
Proxy Trade
Data

Representativeness

Availability
Cost

Representativeness

Availability
Cost

Some sets of proxy flows may be
representative

Handler
Surveys:
Exporters

Representativeness

Broken CRTs (excluding prepared glass
exempted as “furnace ready cullet”)

Non-reporting, inaccurate
reporting. Underestimate likely.
Currently limited to some
broken CRTs

Publicly available through FOIA

Low Effort /
Medium
Quality

Minimal to none

Targeted flows often are “priority
items”

Cost

Low financial cost to researchers;
higher cost to Enforcement agencies

Uncertainty

Considerable n; can extrapolate.

Representativeness

ISRI 2010 survey was representative of
industry. Includes expert insight.

Availability

Reports available
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Low Effort/
Low Quality

Freely available

Availability

Cost

Some products without
reasonable proxy flows. New vs.
used not distinguished.

Publicly available

Uncertainty
Enforcement
Data:
Seizure Data

Effort/ Quality

Many data uncertainties.

Uncertainty
Enforcement
Data:
Mandatory
Reporting

Con

Concerns with extrapolation and
comparison
Represents enforcement’s
targeted flows
Selective reporting. May be
confidential, time lag.
Political cost of acquiring
sensitive data
Low participation. Difficult to
verify data; vague results
Disincentive for “sham”
recyclers to participate.
Specific data for further analysis
not. Long time scale to
complete.
Survey firm contracted

Moderate
Effort/
Medium Quality

Moderate
Effort/
Medium Quality

Approach

Criteria

Uncertainty
Handler
Surveys:
Importers

Representativeness

Availability
Cost
Uncertainty

Pro
Large n possible
Random sample of recyclers within a
country likely representative
Simple to identify importers

Availability
Cost
Uncertainty
Representativeness
Mass Balance

Availability
Cost
Uncertainty

Electronic
Tracking

Representativeness

Availability
Cost
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Limited by expertise of
importers
Unclear as to which countries
are representative of others

Effort/ Quality
Moderate
Effort/
Medium Quality

Extended travel expense
Can cross-check import and export
data.

Many data uncertainties
New versus used not
distinguished.

Representativeness
Trade Data

Con

Trade data publicly available.
Manufacturing data (to infer used vs.
new exports) has limited availability.
Freely available
Depends on the flow being estimated.
Representative of industry. Method
can be used for any product.
Some flows not regularly
reported. Requires industry
collaboration.
Political capital for industry
collaboration.
Location of tracker accurate within a
Possibility of tampering.
few kilometers, depending on signal
Randomized large scale studies could
Small studies not
be representative.
representative.
Technology availability

Requires volunteer generators
Significant expense.

Low Effort/
Low Quality

Moderate
Effort /
Medium Quality

Significant
Effort /
High Quality

Table 11: Summary of Newly Proposed Approaches: Pros, Cons, Effort, and Quality.
Approach

Criteria

Uncertainty
Qualitative
Case Studies

Pro
If verifiable, low uncertainty

May be difficult to verify

Availability

Exporters should have maintained
records that would be useful

Anecdotal, may not be
generalizable
Relies on willingness of
exporters to collaborate

Cost

Low cost to researchers

Uncertainty

In-depth investigation could yield very
reliable results.

Representativeness

Representativeness
Person in the
Port

Con

Results specific to country

Availability
Cost
Uncertainty

Individual export shipments more
reliable than aggregate data.

Representativeness

Many products recorded.

Availability

Most export bill of lading data available
for purchase, some available through
government.

Bill of Lading
Data

Cost
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Relies on willingness of
importing countries to
collaborate transparently.
Diplomacy, in-country living
expenses.
Reporting errors, intentional or
not, and inconsistencies could
impact accuracy.
Limited to resolution of reports
in terms of distinguishing
products.
Available datasets are
incomplete. Availability not
random, impacts statistical
robustness.
Subscription to database.

Effort/ Quality

Moderate
Effort /
Medium -High
Quality

Significant
Effort /
High Quality

Moderate
Effort/
Medium Quality

Approach

Criteria

Uncertainty
State-Level
Data

Updated
Trade Data

Surveillance
from
Inspections

Voluntary
Exports
Standards
Data
Collaboration
with Int’l
Agencies

Pro
Depends on state’s verification efforts.

Representativeness

Con
Non-reporting, inaccurate
reporting. Underestimate likely.
Limited to products targeted for
reporting.
Not all states collect reports;
cannot mandate export
reporting.

Availability

Likely available by requests.

Cost
Uncertainty

Minimal to none

Representativeness

Explicit distinction of used exports.

Availability

Once updated, freely available.

Cost
Representativeness

Minimal financial cost.
Minimal uncertainty with photographic
evidence and container number.
Case studies of targeted flows.

Availability
Cost
Uncertainty

Low cost in country.
Low uncertainty due to audits.

Representativeness

Many products represented.

Availability
Cost
Uncertainty

Depends on willingness to collaborate.
Minimal financial cost.
Depends on types of data.
Depends on types of data.
Depends on types of data. Requires considerable coordination.
Political capital.

Uncertainty

Representativeness

Availability
Cost
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Effort/ Quality

Low Effort /
Medium Quality

Many trade data uncertainties.
Multi-year process to update
codes.
Political capital.
Difficult to execute at scale.
Legal and logistical obstacles.
International travel costs.
Certified handlers not
representative of most firms
engaged in export.
May be confidentiality issues.

Moderate
Effort/
Medium Quality
Significant
Effort /
Medium -High
Quality
Moderate
Effort/
Medium -High
Quality

(Unknown)/
(Unknown)

Table 12: Summary of Additional Approaches: Pros, Cons, Effort, and Quality
Approach

Criteria

Uncertainty
Collaboration
with OEMs

Expand
Monitoring of
Internet
Trading

Representativeness

Availability
Cost
Uncertainty
Representativeness

Availability
Cost
Uncertainty

Mobile Survey
of Recyclers
in Developing
Countries

Representativeness

Availability
Cost
Uncertainty

Bayesian
Truth Serum
within
Handler
Surveys

Representativeness

Availability
Cost
Uncertainty

Material Flow
Monitoring

Representativeness

Availability
Cost
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Pro

Con

Low uncertainty for audited data.
Could represent variety of products.
Only OEM-managed products.
Depends on types of data. Requires willingness to collaborate.
Minimal financial cost.
Quantities and prices may not
Company names and locations visible.
reflect actual market demand.
Online traders are subset of all
Wide variety of products traded.
traders.
Data can be ripped from websites.
Low cost (data ripping software).
Little to no work published
Methods could be developed to verify
using this international mobile
respondent’s replies.
survey methodology.
Could encompass wide variety of
products and countries.
Depends on willingness of recyclers in developing countries.
In-country living expenses at
Relatively low technology cost.
start.
With large n, can extrapolate. May
Potentially low participation.
ascertain expert opinion.
Results still opinions.
Disincentive for “sham”
Includes expert insight.
recyclers to participate.
Specific data for further
Reports available
analysis not. Long time scale to
complete.
Survey firm contracted
Low uncertainty if properly monitored.
Could include many product types.
System needs to be established.
Considerable effort to establish.

Effort/ Quality
Moderate
Effort /
Medium -High
Quality

Low Effort /
Medium Quality

Significant
Effort /
Medium -High
Quality

Moderate
Effort/
Medium -High
Quality

Significant
Effort /
High Quality

Table 13: Summary Matrix of Effort Required and Quality of Information for All Approaches
Effort
Required

Quality
of
Information

Low

Medium

Low




Proxy Trade Data
Trade Data



Enforcement Data:
Mandatory Reporting
State-Level Data
Expand Monitoring
of Internet Trading




Moderate









Medium-High



High

Significant

Enforcement Data:
Seizures
Handler Surveys
Mass Balance
Bill of Lading Data
Updated Trade Data
Voluntary Exports
Standards Datar
Bayesian Truth
Serum within
Handler Survey d
Collaboration with
OEMs
Qualitative Case
Studies s Data








Surveillance from
Inspections
Mobile Survey of
Recyclers in
Developing
Countries

Electronic Tracking
Person in the Port
Material Flow
Monitoring

8.1 Recommendations
The preceding analysis helps to identify which approaches could be useful in
fulfilling the goal of characterizing used electronics exports from qualitative and
quantitative perspectives. A logical next phase of this project is to undertake pilot studies
utilizing several of the approaches recommended below. Doing so will test their feasibility
for expansion into larger scale studies.
An ideal approach would require a low level of effort and yield high quality
information, and be relevant toward many if not all quantitative and qualitative
characterization categories. The approaches discussed below are recommended for pilot
studies, prioritizing the first group over the second and third groups presented. Given a
better understanding of the representativeness of actual data and actual cost, this list may
need to be rearranged over time.
In this initial assessment, the approaches perhaps closest to low effort and high
quality of information goal with moderate effort for medium-high information quality are:





Voluntary Exports Standards Data
Bayesian Truth Serum within Handler Survey
Collaboration with OEMs
Qualitative Case Studies

Most of the preceding four approaches are also relevant to all of the characterization
categories.
Depending on resources available for pilot studies, researchers might undertake
approaches requiring “significant” effort, or opt to extract some information from low
hanging fruit by undertaking approaches with low effort and medium information quality.
The three approaches with significant effort and high information quality are:




Electronic Tracking
Person in the Port
Material Flow Monitoring

All of the preceding approaches are relevant to the Transactions category, but likely not to
the Business Models or Financial Motivations categories. The first two, Electronic Tracking
and Person in the Port likely will likely not provide scalable information for the Quantative
category, while the third approach, Material Flow Monitoring, potentially could.
The three approaches with low effort and medium information quality may be worth
pursuing simply because they require minimal effort and could yield interesting results:




Enforcement Data: Mandatory Reporting
State-Level Data
Expand Monitoring of Internet Trading

The preceding three approaches are all relevant Quantitative characterizations, and some
are relevant to some qualitative characterization categories as well.
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Appendix A: Workshop Participants

Workshop Participants, Sorted by Organization then Last Name
Name
Alcorn, Walter
Puckett, Jim
Logan, Erica
Harris, Eric
Gibbs, Carole
Duan, Huabo
Gregory, Jeremy*
Kirchain, Randolph
Miller, T. Reed*
Linnell, Jason*
Lingelbach, John
Roman, Lauren
Cade, Willie
D’Onofrio, Carla
DeLelle, Todd
Parekh, Doreen
Trouille, Blandine
Ahearn, Caroline
Ehrig, S.A. Lance
Tatum, Janá
Adrian, Stephanie
Bhalla, Panah
Metcalfe, Jane
Noggle, Bill
Pollard, Karen
Whiting, Patti
Brzytwa, Edward
Yang, Leslie
Ingenthron, Robin

Organization
Consumer Electronics Association
E-Stewards/Basel Action Network
Information Technology Industry Council
Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries
Michigan State University, Department of Criminal Justice
MIT Materials Systems Laboratory
MIT Materials Systems Laboratory
MIT Materials Systems Laboratory
MIT Materials Systems Laboratory
National Center for Electronics Recycling
R2 Solutions
TransparentPlanet, LLC
U. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
US Customs and Border Patrol
US Department of Commerce
US Department of Commerce
US Department of Commerce
US EPA, Civil Enforcement
US EPA, Criminal Enforcement
US EPA, Enforcement and Compliance Assurace
US EPA, OITA
US EPA, OITA
US EPA, OITA
US EPA, OSWER
US EPA, OSWER
US EPA, OSWER
US Trade Representative, Director for Industrial Non-Tariff Barriers
US Trade Representative, Director for Industrial Non-Tariff Barriers
World Reuse, Repair, and Recycling Association

*Author Contact information:
Gregory, Jeremy: jgregory@mit.edu
Miller, T. Reed: trmiller@mit.edu
Linnell, Jason: jlinnell@electronicsrecycling.org
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Appendix B: Comparison of Chemical Substances and Priority Items

Chemical
Substances
of Concern

Desktops &
Laptops

CRTs

Flat Screens

Printers

[1 P]

[1 P]

[1 P]

[1 M]

[4]

[4]

[1 T]

[1 T], [4]

Aluminum
Antimony
Arsenic
Barium
Beryllium
Cadmium
Hexavalent
Chromium
Cobalt
Copper
Flame
Retardants
HBCDDi
PBBii
PBDEiii
PCBsiv
TBBP-Av
Lead

Circuit
Boards

[9]
[4]

[1 T]

[1 T]

[4], [6]

[9]
[4, laser]
[1 T]

[3]

[4], [5], [6]

[9]

[4], [6]

[9]

[4]

[9] (Lists Cr)

[1 P]
[1 P]

[9]
[9]

[3], [4]
[1 M], [4], [5],
[6]
[6]
[1 T]/[1 P], [4],
[2], [3], [4], [5]
[6]

Mobile
Phones

[9]
[1 P], [3]

[1 P], [4], [5], [8] [1 P], [2], [6], [8]

[1 P]

[1 P]

[1 P]

[1 P]

[9]
[4], [5]

[8]
[2]
[8]
[1 M], [3], [5],
[6], [7]
[1 M]/ [1 P]

[8]
[1 P] ,[3], [5],
[6], [7]

Lithium
Manganese
[1 T], [4]
Mercury
[1 P], [4]
[1 M], [4]
Nickel
Organic
Solvents
Platinum
PAHsvi
[1 P]/ [1 M], [8]
[1 P], [8]
PVCvii
DEHP,
[8]
[8]
BBP,&DBPviii
[1 T], [4]
Selenium
Silicon
[1 M], [3]
[1 T]
Silver
Thallium
[4]
[1 T], [3], [4]
Zinc
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[8]

[8]

[8]

[1 T], [7]

[1 M], [7]

[3], [5]

[7], [9]

[9]
[1 T], [4], [5]

[4]

[9]
[9]

[1 M]

[1 M]

[4]

[1 P], [8]

[1 P], [8]

[8]

[8]

[8]
[4]

[1 T]

[1 T]

[3]

[9]

[1 T]

[1 T]

[4]

[9]

Notes from above Table:
i

Hexabromocyclododecane (HBCDD)

ii

Polybrominated biphenyls (PBB)

iii

Polybrominateddiphenyl ethers (PBDE)

iv

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). Banned from US since 1976; may find capacitors
in old mainframe computers with this chemical. [E]

v

Tetrabromobisphenol A (TBBP-A)

vi

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs)

vii

Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)

viii Bis (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP), Butylbenzylphthalate (BBP), Dibutylphthalate
(DBP) are plasticizers that can be found in PVC.
ix

Substances listed to be in circuit boards were also listed in this category, in addition
to substances listed directly to be in desktops or laptops. There were few differences
in the lists of substances for these two items, which is why they are presented jointly.

[1]

[1 P] = Priority Constituent, [1 M] = Minor Constituent, [1 T] = Trace Constituent.
From (PACE, 2011)

[2]

(Wäger et al., 2010)

[3]

(Li, Richardson, Walker, & Yuan, 2006)

[4]

(OH EPA)

[5]

(Greenpeace)

[6]

(National Geographic, 2008)

[7]

(Timothy G. Townsend et al., 2004)

[8]

(Rita Groß et al., 2008)

[9]

(Wu, Chan, Middendorf, Gu, & Zhong, 2008)
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Appendix C: State Export Restrictions
California Export Restrictions
SB 50
“SEC. 17. Section 42476.5 of the Public Resources Code is amendedto read:42476.5.
Duties of person exporting covered electronic waste.
A person who exports covered electronic waste, or a covered electronic device
intended for recycling or disposal, to a foreign country, or to another state for ultimate
export to a foreign country, shall do all of the following at least 60 days prior to export:
(a) Notify the department of the destination, disposition, contents, and volume of
the waste, or device intended for recycling or disposal to be exported, and include with the
notification the demonstrations required pursuant to subdivisions (b) to (e), inclusive.
(b) Demonstrate that the waste or device is being exported for the purposes of
recycling or disposal.
(c) Demonstrate that the importation of the waste or device is not prohibited by an
applicable law in the state or country of destination and that any import will be conducted
in accordance with all applicable laws. As part of this demonstration, required import and
operating licenses, permits, or other appropriate authorization documents shall be
forwarded to the department.
(d) Demonstrate that the exportation of the waste or device is conducted in
accordance with applicable United States or applicable international law.
(e) (1) Demonstrate that the waste or device will be managed within the country of
destination only at facilities whose operations meet or exceed the binding decisions and
implementing guidelines of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
for the environmentally sound management of the waste or device being exported.
(2) The demonstration required by this subdivision applies to any country of
destination, notwithstanding that the country is not a member of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development.” (State of California, 2004)
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Connecticut Export Restrictions
CHAPTER 446n (Including Public Act 07-189 and 08-35)
“Sec. 22a-632. Compliance with laws, regulations and ordinances required.
Performance requirements.(a) On and after July 1, 2009, covered electronic devices
collected through any program in Connecticut, whether by manufacturers, retailers, forprofit or not-for-profit corporations, units of government or organized by the
commissioner, shall be recycled in a manner that is in compliance with all applicable
federal, state and local laws, regulations and ordinances, and shall not be exported for
disposal in a manner that poses a significant risk to the public health or to the
environment.” (State of Connecticut, 2007)
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Illinois Export Restrictions
Public Act 095-0959: Electronic Products Recycling and Reuse Act
“(12) Recyclers and refurbishers must comply with federal and international law and
agreements regarding the export of used products or materials. In the case of
exports of CEDs and EEDs, recyclers and refurbishers must comply with applicable
requirements of the U.S. and of the import and transit countries and must maintain proper
business records documenting its compliance. No recycler or refurbisher may establish or
use intermediaries for the purpose of circumventing these U.S. import and transit
country requirements.
(13) Recyclers and refurbishers that conduct transactions involving the transboundary
shipment of used CEDs and EEDs shall use contracts (or the equivalent commercial
arrangements) made in advance that detail the quantity and nature of the materials to be
shipped. For the export of materials to a foreign country (directly or indirectly through
downstream market contractors): (i) the shipment of intact televisions and computer
monitors destined for reuse must include only whole products that are tested and certified
as being in working order or requiring only minor repair (e.g. not requiring the
replacement of circuit boards or CRTs), must be destined for reuse with respect to the
original purpose, and the recipient must have verified a market for the sale or
donation of such product for reuse; (ii) the shipments of CEDs and EEDs for material
recovery must be prepared in a manner for recycling, including, without limitation,
smelting where metals will be recovered, plastics recovery and glass-to-glass recycling; or
(iii) the shipment of CEDs and EEDs are being exported to companies or facilities that are
owned or controlled by the original equipment manufacturer.
(14) Recyclers and refurbishers must maintain the following export records for each
shipment on file for a minimum of 3 years: (i) the facility name and the address to which
shipment is exported; (ii) the shipment contents and volumes; (iii) the intended use of
contents by the destination facility; (iv) any specification required by the destination
facility in relation to shipment contents; (v) an assurance that all shipments for export, as
applicable to the CED manufacturer, are legal and satisfy all applicable laws of the
destination country.” (State of Illinois, 2008)
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New Jersey Export Restrictions
ASSEMBLY, No. 3343
Revises “Electronic Waste Recycling Act.”
“12. Section 15 of P.L.2007, c.347 (C.13:1E-99.108) is amended to read as follows:
15. a. Covered electronic devices collected through any program in this State 135 [, whether
by manufacturers, retailers, for profit or not-for profit corporations, or units of
government, or organized by the department,]1 shall be recycled in a manner that is in
compliance with all applicable federal, State, and local laws, regulations, and ordinances,
and shall not be exported for disposal in a manner that poses a significant risk to the
public health or the environment. The provisions of this subsection shall apply to the
collection and recycling of used televisions.” (State of New Jersey, 2008)
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Pennsylvania Export Restrictions
House Bill No. 78, Senate Amended
Covered Device Recycling Act
“(a) General rule.--Covered devices collected through any program in this Commonwealth,
whether by a manufacturer, retailer, for-profit or not-for-profit corporation or unit of
government, shall be recycled in a manner that is in compliance with all applicable Federal,
State and local laws, regulations and ordinances and may not be exported for disposal in
a manner that poses a significant risk to the public health or the
environment.” (State of Pennsylvania, 2009)
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Rhode Island Export Restrictions
CHAPTER 23-24.10
Electronic Waste Prevention, Reuse and Recycling Act
SECTION 23-24.10-12
“(i) Environmentally sound recycling and reuse. The department shall develop and adopt
regulations no later than January 30, 2009 to define environmentally sound recycling and
reuse practices for the manufacturers' plans and the state program. These regulations
will apply to collectors, transporters, and processors, and should ensure that all
their downstream vendors comply with all local, state, and federal regulations, and
must not violate laws in importing and transit countries when exporting
environmentally sensitive materials throughout final disposition.” (State of Rhode
Island, 2009)
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Washington Vetoed Export Restrictions
“*NEW SECTION. Sec. 26. (1) The international export of any unwanted covered electronic
products or electronic components or electronic scrap derived from such products
destined for disposal or recycling that are capable of leaching lead, cadmium, mercury,
hexavalent chromium, or selenium or selenium compounds in concentrations above the
limits listed in 40 C.F.R. Sec. 261.24 as of the effective date of this section are prohibited
except for exports to:
(a) Countries that are members of the organization for economic cooperation and
development;
(b) Countries that are members of the European Union; or
(c) Countries that have entered into an agreement with the United States that allows for
such exports.
(2) Any unwanted electronic products or electronic components derived from such
products that are capable of leaching lead, cadmium, mercury, hexavalent chromium, or
selenium or selenium compounds in concentrations exceeding the levels established in 40
C.F.R. Sec. 261.24 as of the effective date of this section and exported to countries that are
not members of the organization for economic cooperation and development or the
European Union or with whom the United States has not entered into an agreement for
such export for reuse, must be tested and labeled as fully functional or needing only
repairs that do not result in the replacement of components capable of leaching these
substances in concentrations exceeding the levels established in 40 C.F.R. Sec. 261.24 as of
the effective date of this section.
(3) The department shall establish rules to implement this section, including any
requirements necessary to ensure that full compliance is adequately documented.
*Sec. 26 was vetoed. See message at end of chapter.” (State of Washington, 2006)
“Note: Governor's explanation of partial veto is as follows:
…I regret that, based on legal advice, the State of Washington does not have the necessary
authority to prohibit the export of electronic waste. Accordingly, I will not put the entire
bill at risk because of this section alone.” (State of Washington, 2006)
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Wisconsin Export Restrictions
“8. A registered recycler shall comply with any other operational requirement in rules
promulgated under par. (e).
(d) Certification. As a condition of registration under par. (a), a registered recycler shall
submit to the department a certification that states that the registered recycler
does all of the following:
1. Complies with par. (c).
2. Complies with federal, state, and local requirements concerning the storage,
transportation, processing, and exporting of eligible electronic devices and materials
derived from eligible electronic devices, including the requirements in 40 CFR 261.39 (a)
(5) and 273.20 and requirements in rules promulgated under s. 291.05.”(Wisconsin, 2009)
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